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OPTICAL PROPBRTIBS OP COMCBHTRATKD DISPKRSIOHS 
Pet«r J .  Molloy
a b s t r a c t
Apparatua and BiAthods hava baan davaloped to aaasura tba 
dlltuaa transBlttanca T and raflactanca R ol aultipla 
scattering, concentrated, colloidal dispersions. The 
variation of R and T with pathlangth, wavelength, and 
concentration has been Investigated lor non-spherleal 
particles In concentrated dispersions, over a range of pH 
and surfactant concentrations.
Measureaents of diffusa transnlttanca and reflectance 
required large corrections to be made £->r the presence of 
any specular Interfaces l.e. windows.
These corrections were alnlmlsad by developing a bifurcated 
fibre optic bundle raflactanca nethod , wlilch allowed R and 
T to- be measured at volume fractions up to at least 0.3.
Using magnetic, acoustic and shear fields to align the 
non-spherlcal kaollnlte particles changes In R and T were 
measured at volume fractions upto 0.3.
The amplitude of the changes and the relaxation of the 
changes Induced by the applied fields ware measured. The 
amplitude of the change was found to vary strongly with pH 
and surfactant concentration. For any particular face 
diameter platelet, the amplitude of the change followed 
closely the flocculation process, and was sensitive to the 
mode of particle-particle aggregation, e.g. face-face, or 
i*ce-edge. The amount of surfactant per unit mass of 
kaollnlte required to stabilise dispersions Is found to 
vary with particle size and concentration.
This showed that information about particle orientation can 
be obtained through multiple scattering systems when 
subjected to an aligning field.
Kubelka-Munk two flux theory was used to relate R and T to 
the diffuse flux scattering parameter S. A simple theory 
was developed relating S to the size shape and orientation 
of the non-spherlcal particles, hence allowing the particle 
orientation to be determined for any aligning field
The Insight Into particle behaviour given by the optical 
method Is superior to that given by rheology alone, which 
does not provide an unambiguous measure of the mode of 
particle alignment.


CMAPTBR 1 
Introduction
Tho uaafulnMS of optical tachnlquM to charactaxlaa 
suapmalons of colloidal partlclaa haa Ion« b M n  
dawonatrated. Thaaa tachnlquaa hava baan conflnad alaoat 
co^^lataly to dlluta dlapatalona ««tiara optical Intaractlona 
bat««aan particlaa can ba naglactad dua to thalr larga 
aaparatlon, and conaaquantly tha raaulta of axparlaanta can 
ba Intarpratad rallably ualng alngla acattarlng thaory. In 
concantratad dlaparalona, ««tiara multlpla acattarlng la 
dominant, Invaatlgatlva optical tachnlquaa tiava baan moatly 
appllad to ttia dlffuaa acattarlng of aptiarlcal particlaa 
radlatlva tranafar ttiaory aguatlona can ba 
approxlMtaly aolvad, or to dlaparalona ««hara ttiara la long 
ranga ordar and Bragg-typa coharant acattarlng la dominant.
Both araaa hava baan racantly ravlatiad( 1 ]. Thla thaaia 
praaenta raaulta for tha dlffuaa acattarlng from 
non-apharlcal particlaa.
Whan a light beam la tranamltted through a dlaperalon of 
P*J^tlclaa, soma of tha energy la loat from tha primary beam 
duo to scattering and absorption by the particles 
(neglecting scattering and absorption by tha continuous 
media). By tha la«« of conservation of energy the
extinction cross-section par particle C*,, Is the sum of 
the absorption and scattering cross-sections l.e.
^  (1.1) 
Providing there Is no multiple scattering l.e. light
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•catt*r*d by on« particla do«s not than Interact with 
anothax baforo amarglng troai tha aaagila, tha coharant 
tranaaittanca <T> can ba charactarlaad by tha Baar-Laad>art 
law, which rasulta <roa tha aaaunptlon that aqual 
path-langtha o2 tha aaapla raaova <by acattarlng or by 
absorption) agual fractions of tha powar of tha incldant 
baaai. Tha Baar-Laabart law can ba wrlttan;
T - axp<-N C«c a)f <1.2) 
whara H is tha nuabar of scattarars par unit voluaa, and d 
is tha path langth,
Thla can also ba writtan in taras of tha concantratlon as,
T - axp<- Tc d), (1.3 ) 
»*hara X is tha spaclfic turbidity and c tha concantratlon. 
In ordar to aaka turbidity maasuraaanta within tha 
Baar-Laabart ragion, of larga particles with a larga it 
is nacasaary to )caap N saall to avoid aultlpla scattaring. 
It is than found axparlmantally that tha tranaalttad beam 
aaplituda fluctuates due to the temporal variations in the 
aean nuabar of scatterera within tha illuminated voluae(2].
These variations in tha number of scattarars follow tha 
Poisson distribution. For non-spharlcal particles a.g. 
kaollnlte there are also likely to ba temporal variations 
in Cgx due to orientation fluctuations.
Thera are therefore two kinds of fluctuations: one 
depending on tha mean number of particlas in the 
illuminated volume; and tha other depending on the aean 
orientation. Tha frequency at which these variations take 
place depends on th- particle size and shape l.e. the
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rotational and tranalatlonal dlffualon conatants(3 ]. If 
tliara is no coupling betwasn thaaa two than a fraquancy 
spactrua of tha transaittad light should show two paaka 
oh^tactariaing tha distrihutiona* For a polydisparaa 
»»mplm thara is also a tiaa dapandancy in tha siza 
distribution in tha illuainatad voluaM if sadiaantation 
occurs.
In ordar to aaasura tha signal fluctuations, (rafarrad to 
hara as tha noisa), tha noisa is first aaxiaiaad by 
raducing tha baaa width and incraasing tha path langth for 
tha aaaa optical thicknaas. Its fraguancy ranga can ba 
incraaaad by flowing tha saaipla(4]. If tha fluctuations 
ara unwantad a.g. whan maan turbidity maasurananta ara 
raqulrad, tha baan width is Incraaaad and tha path langth 
raducad for tha sasM optical thlcknasa. If tha partlclaa 
and tha raflictive indax mismatch ara large than tha 
concentration muat also ba increased, however here tha 
»<ngla scattering criteria required by the Baar-Lambart law 
ma. no longer hold <l.a. that tha path length should ba 
loss than the mean free path of photons, for Che 
concentration used). In this case thoorlos of multiple 
scattering are needed.
There have bean various theories put forward to predict the 
macroscopic properties of multiple-scattering dispersions. 
Of these the most practicable are the two and four flux 
theory, reviewed below.
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1.1 Two Flux Thaorv
In 1931 Kubalka and Nunk(5 ] propoaad a thaory baaad on a 
«odal of two diffusa fluxaa ona in tha forward diractlon 
and tha othsr In tha backward dlraction. Tha thaory waa 
l«tar ravlsad by various authors Into Its prasant form. It 
has baan found that this two-flux thaory glvas good 
agzawDant with axparlmantal rasults If tha Illumination Is 
diffusa and tha surfaca of tha madlum Is dull so that tha 
light Is dlffusaly scattarad Into and out of tha madlum. 
It should ba notad hara that most axparlmantal work has 
baan concarnad with maasurwaants of diffusa raflactmnca and 
not transmlttanca.
For a non-absorbing madlum tha Kubalka-Munk axprasalon for 
tha diffusa tranamlttanca raducaa to tha slmpla form
1+Sd .
whara S Is an oparatlonally \daflnad scattaring paramatar
( 1.4 >
and T Is tha diffusa tranamlttanca. 
raflactanca R la glvan by.
Tha diffusa
l+Sd (1.5)
This slmpla model requires that a thin parallel layer is 
Illuminated with a complataly diffusa Incident flux, and 
does not Incorporate tha corrections necessary whan tha 
sample Is not a solid block of material but Is fluid and 
requires a vassal to contain It.
In tha axparImants to ba described hara a diffusa source
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was not usad. Tha Incldant tlux was provldad aithar by a 
broad and approxlaataly parallal collimatad baaa or by a 
tlbra optic bundla having an angular spraad ol about sixty 
dagrsas.
1.2 Pour Flux Thaorv
Mudgatt and Richards!6 ] and Ishlmaru!7 ] discuss noriul 
iH*i**lhatlon of a thin* parallal—sided saapla by a 
parallal, colllMtad baaa. Tha discussion Is slapllflad 11 
nalthar colllaatad nor dllluse bean rallactanca Is 
considered at the un-lllunlnatad lace. Thera are than two 
diffusa beans and ona forward colllnatad bean. The 
colllnated flux la continuously converted to tha two 
diffusa fluxes as It propagates through tha sanpla layer.
For a thin slice of saavla, dz, a colllnatad and forward 
going bean of flux density I causes diffusa flux densities 
dz In tha +z direction and IS,dz in the -z direction. 
The two diffuse fluxes couple via a scattering paraaiater S 
the Kubelka—Hunk theory. There is no transfer of 
diffuse to colllnated flux.
Using this approach, the total transnlttance, which Is the 
diffuse plus the colllnatad transnlttance Is given by
I -
S, S azp (- S's) * S * S
( 1 . 6  )S'd ♦ Ss)
S*«(S ), and zero absorption has bean assuned.
Conparlng this result with those ol radiative transfer
theory given by Ishlnaru lor a colllnated bean!7], which
for the case of zero absorption gives,
1 ♦ 0.25 (1 - tx p  ( -  ac  ^ t ) )
T a *** ( 1.7 )‘ 1 ♦ 0.75 SC X (1 - < Cos « »
*** PAGE 5
«M llnd that thay ara tha aama It 
S - (3/4 - 3/4 <coae>) H C ^
51 - <1/2 + 3/4 <coa8>) NC,
52 - (1/2 - 3/4 <coae>> HC|
Hara <coa8> la tha Intanalty walghtad avaraga coalna of tha
anglaa through which photons ara scattarad, l.a. a 
corractlon tars tor non-Isotropic scattarars. This Is 
glvanbytSl < eo. . > - ^  1 i (a) co. I d. (i.n,
whara6<w> la tha scattarad tlux par unit solid angla.
This shows that tha S saasurad In a sultlpla scattaring
dlaparslon can ba dlractly ralatad to tha slngla scattaring
by tha tactor]^ l-<cos0> ).
Y
1.3 Two tlux thaory with boundary corractlona 
Although tha tour tlux thaorlas allow tor non-dlttusa 
lllualnatlon thay do not taka Into account tha attacts ot 
boundarl«
Conaldar a saiq>la layar with partactly aatt back and tront 
<*cas which Is trontad and backad by two axtarnal surtacas 
F and B at z • 0 and z « Z, raspactlvaly, as In tlgura 1.1.
Only dltluse tlux will ba consldarad tor slsqpllclty. 
Supposa tha Incldant tlux danslty on P la unity, tha 
ratlactanca Is R and tha transalttanca Is T. Tha planas F 
and B have all tha propartlas ot raal Intertacaa. Thus F 
as a window will hava a ratlactanca corrasponding to tha 
alr-wlndow surtaca and tha wlndow-dlsparslon surtaca, and 
similarly tor B. Tha ratlectances ot F or B will ganarally 
depand on tha tlux direction. Light entering tha layar
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will «xparlmc. th. •xt.rnal rail.ct.nca. .nd 
tranaulttMcas ^  .nd f  at F .nd^' and .t B. Light 
laavlng will axparlanca th. int.rn.l r.llact.nca. and 
transmlttancwi r and t at P and r- and f  at B. Aasualng
that P 1. non-absorbing we hava> 
y O + t - r  + t -  l.
( 1 . 1 2 )
With the tlux densities 1 , 1 as shown in tlgure 1.1, 
It follows that 
!•- 11^ rR,
J- 1 'T, ♦ IR,
ior the bare layer oi Intrinsic transmittance To and 
Re at the Interfaces, the figure shows that,
(1.15 >
(1.13)
(1.14)
1 - -e ♦ )r, 
r  - i'r,
R ” /0 + jt, 
T - l*t*.
Elimination of i*,i,j* and j from the above gives
R(To, Ro) -/O + Tt<R - r ‘(R.? - T.»))
<1- Ro(r +r’) + rr*(R5 - tI ))
and
T<To, Ro) T o
TS ))
(1.16)
(1.17)
(1.18)
(1.19)
(1.20)(1- Ro(r +r • ) ♦ rr*( Ro 
An R(To, Ro) and T(To, Ro) represent the measured 
properties it Is seen that the boundary effects may be 
dominant.
For the case of a non-absorbing sample and using the two 
flux approximation %«e have
o o
and
k ( T .  k )  -o o
1 t BSs
A (Sid r ’ ) »  r ' )
1 * BSt
where
A «t t/(1-rr•)
B - (1 ♦ rr *-r-r • )/< 1-rr • )
(1.21)
( 1 . 2 2 )
(1.23) 
(1.24 )
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T
For r - r* - 0.6, yo “ 0.1 and ^  - 0.9 ualn« Judd's valúas 
for Intarnal raflactancat 9 ] wa hava 
A - 0.56 
B - 0.25 
giving
0-56
and
(l')-0.25Sz>
R - 0.1 > 0.225SX * 0.3375 
(1 * 0.25SZ)
Froa tha abova It will ba saan that tha corractad 
transaittanca has tha saaa functional fora as tha Intrinsic 
transalttanca. Howavar this is only trua for coaplataly 
diffusa Incidant flux. For tha casa of colliaatad 
Incidancs tha constants used in tha analysis abova will 
bacons dapandant on tha angular distribution function of 
ths intsnalty and will tharafora bacoaa functions of tha 
optical dapth.
1.4 Orientation phanoawna
In this work aagnatlc, acoustic and ahaar flalds hava baan 
used to orlant non-spharlcal kaolinlta particlaa in 
concantratad dispersions. Maasureaants of tha reflectance 
or tranaalttanca hava bean used to investigate the changes 
induced by this orientation in tha properties of the 
dlaperslona. Acoustic orlantation will be discussed in 
chapter 4.
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M»an«tlc orlutation.
Th« propartlM ol kaollnlta ar« dlactwsad below. Magnetic 
ii^>urlties will be briefly discueaed here^ however for a 
fuller diacuaaion reference ahould be made to Champion et 
all 10].
In the abeonco of iron contamination kaolinite would be 
expected to ahow diamagnetic propertiea. In gmeral thia 
ia not the caae, the magnetic propertiea exhibited by 
kaolinite are primarily a function of the iron aaaoclated 
with it , both aa iron aubatltuted in the lattice and as 
iron oxldea aaaoclated with the aurface. In kaolinite 
subetitutlon occurs aa Pe?+ for Al’ -^ m  the octahedral 
lattice altealll]. For low levela of iron (Fe2.0s < 0.5wt%> 
the paramagnetic auaceptlblllty of kaolinite ia 
proportional to the iron content but it la difficult to 
^ount for the magnitude of the paramagnetic 
suaceptlblllty in terms of the Fe5<- content of the clay 
since Fe has a symmetric wave function which can only 
produce small anisotropy. A much greater susceptibility is 
produced by the Fei+ lonl121 but this ion only occurs at 
low levels in the lattlcetlll. Several electron 
microscopic studies 113JI14K 15 1 have shown evidence for 
the presence of alpha hematite in the form of sub-micron 
particles attached to the surface of kaolinite. In 
particular the Nossbauar spectra of the alpha hematite on 
kaolinite strongly suggest that the fine particles are 
superparamagnetic at room temperature i.e. they consist of 
domains over which the electron spins are fully aligned. 
Between discrete superparamagnetic particles any
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Intaractions auat b* long ranga such that tha nat aagnatlc 
■oaant la conatralnad to tha longaat dlaanalon.
Tha nagnltuda ot tha obaarvad aaan aaaa paraawgnatlc 
auacaptibility of kaolinlta la glvan by Chaaiplon at al( 10 J 
•a 02 tha ordar ot 8 x 10-fm'l^-*that la ol tha aaaa ordar 
of aagnltuda aa Alualnlua and tharafoxa flald atrangtha of 
tha ordar of Taalaa ara raqulrad to achlava coaplata 
orlantatlon and doalnata tha affacta of Brownlan aotlon. 
Hoaavar Chaaplon at all101 aho*r that orlantatlonally 
dapandant propartlaa can ba aaaaurad wlth flald atrangtha 
of tha ordar of O.IT. Flald atrangtha ol thla aagnltuda 
can ba obtalnad alth a alapla Halaholtz palr arrangaaant.
1.6 Shaar Inducad orlantatlon
Tha motion ol amall partlclaa auapandad In ahaar flow haa 
baan atudlad both axparlmaptally and thaoratlcally for 
approxlmataly 60 yaara.
Tha atartlng point for moat ol tha racant thaoratlcal work
haa baan Jaffary'a [16] aolutlon ol tha Stokaa aquation lor
a amall rigid apharold auapandad In a fluid undargolng
laminar ahaar flow, showing that in tha abaanca ol body
forces or couplaa, a apharold will translata with tha
velocity ol tha undisturbed fluid, whlla its axis of
revolution rotates in one ol an Infinite family ol orbits.
Tha instantaneous orientation ol tha particle is obtained
from tha integrated form ol Jolfary'at16 ) aquations giving 
Cr_Taa • •
(Sin^* ♦ Co»^  ♦)-
Tan 4 'p *“
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wh«r« 1^  Is ths partiels axis ratio. Ths sphsrlcal polar 
anglss spsclly tha orlsntatlon ol ths axis of rsvolutlon at 
■ t dsllnsd with rsspset to ths flxsd Cartsslan
co-ordlnats systsa as shown In llgurs 1.2. Also shown ars 
ths vsloclty coaiponsnts Of,
0 i -  Oa, -  0 Oy -  O '
G Is ths rats of shsar. Ths Influsncs of ths Initial 
orlantatlon on ths subssqusnt aotlon Is sxprssssd by ths 
orbit constant C. According to thass aquations« ths axis 
of ravolutlon of a partiels rotatss about ths z (vortlclty) 
axis with a psrlod T qlvsn by 
^ ^  ♦ ~10 ( p  r^ j <1.27)
Nason 117 1 has shotm that good agrosMsnt with Jsffsry'sl16 1 
thsory Is obssrvad for vary dlluts suspsnslons of largo 
<50-300ua> rod and disc shapad partlclos If T Is asasursd 
oxpsrlMntally thus daflnlng ths aqulvalsnt sphoroldal axis 
ïstlo and not ths trus axis ratio.
According to Jsffsry’si 161 analysis a partiels will rasMln 
Indsflnltaly in any glvsn orbit« loading to ths posslbls 
assumption that ths distribution of orbits Is complstsly
***^ *^ *i*)o<l by ths Initial partiels orlontatlon
distribution.
Jaffary's thsory howsvsr« noglacts ths offsets of: Brownian 
motion; fluid and partiels inortla; and partlcla-partlclo 
Intsractlons. It Is thought [18J that thoss offsets glva 
rlso to changss In ths orbit of a partiels svsntually 
leading to a steady state distribution ol orbits! 18) 
Independent ol the initial distribution of orientations.
steady state distribution Is therafore dspsndsnt on
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Figura 1.2 Coordinate system for describing the orientation 
of an axlsymmetrlc particle. The spherical polar angles of 
the axis of revolution are shown relative to the shear flow 
GY
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th» «ffscts listad abova and tha shaar rata, bowavar In 
this work tha partida Raynolds nwbar was sutficiantly 
saall to discount tha affact of inartia and tha obsarvad 
ra-oriantation on tha cassation of shaar is thought to ba 
doninatad by tha affacts of Brownian motion and 
partida-partida intaractions.
1.7 Colloidal disparsions.
Tha propartiaa of colloidal pa.fTf<j£^ ara largaly 
^■^«^■inad by thalr surfaca propartlas. Thalr surfacas ara 
ganarally slactrlcally chargad as a rasult of surfaca 
dafacts, contamination and tha prafarantlal adsorption of 
ions. In an alactolytic solution this chargad surfaca 
• diffusa ionic cloud with an axcass of opposltaly 
chargad ions in its vicinity, which balança tha charga on 
its surfaca. This alactrlc doubla layar was first 
consldarad by Halmholtzl 191 and latar thaoratlcally by 
Gouy(20 ] and Chapman[21]. Tha doubla layar consists of two 
parts, a strongly bound layar of coiu/t*^ ions, opposlta in 
charga to thosa on tha aurfaca <tha solvating layar), and 
tha rast of tha ionic cloud which is moblla but occupias a 
finita voluma around tha partida. This is known as tha 
diffuse doubla layar. Whan tha partida movas it carrlas 
with it tha solvating layar whose extant is tha slip
plane. Tha potential at the slip plana is defined as tha 
zata potential and is the potential affactlve in 
electrokinatlc behaviour. Tha zata potential is considered 
one of the most useful parameters in determining dispersion 
stability.
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Pigur« 1.3 Int.rp.rtid« potential .n.rgy .« . function of 
separation r
The dashed line represents the ateric interaction due to 
adsorbed polymer chains.
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Th« atabillty of « dlsparslon dapands on tha coablnatlon of 
tha affacta of Van dar Maala attraction batwaan partlclaa 
and tha rapulalon batwaan alactrlc doubla layara. Tha 
propoaltlon that thaaa anarglaa of capulalon and attraction 
ara addltiva and that tharafora tha potantlal anargy 
bat%#aan partlclaa could ba obtalnad froai thalr aua waa put 
forward by Oarjaguln and Landaut22 ] and Varway and 
Ovarbaakt 24-1. Thla thaory waa latar aodlflad
to Includa tha addition of a furthar tarm to 
account for Born rapulalon, which ia a vary cloaa ranga 
Intaractlon dua to tha ovarlap of nolacular orbitala.
Thia forma tha baaia of tha currant thaory of colloid 
atablllty.
Oalng tha prMant thaory a potantlal anargy diagram can ba 
akatchad for a colloidal dlaparaion and haa tha fora ahown 
in flgura 1.3. Mhan two particlaa in auch a dlaparalon 
approach aach othar thay may bacoma waakly bound in tha 
aacondary minimum or for a mora anargatlc Intaractlon thay 
may bacoaa mora atrongly bound in tha primary minimum. Tha 
c*l*tlva probabilities of these two forms of aggregation 
depends on tha height of tha potantlal barrier and 
therefore the average Interpartlcla separation.
Tha form of the curve shown in flgura 1.3 is dependant on 
particle size as wall as othar properties of the dispersion 
a.g. concentration and the presence of adsorbed polymer 
films and tha electrolyte concentration.
Tha presence of adsorbed polymer molecules around the 
particles leads to a structured layer. In order for the
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partlclM to agcrragat* s o m  parturbatlon ol th* 
contorMtlons ot th« adaorbad chains, and displacaaant of 
solvant froa tha Intarfacial region into bulk is nacassary.
This tharsfora contributes a further rapulslva fores to 
tha interaction potential. This force la known as tha 
starlc interaction and can ba aaxlalaed to produce 
saMi-paraanant stable disparsiona(251. For concantratad 
*®^*P**^*^o*'a tha situation is aora complex requiring 
theories that can account for many body 
interactional 26 ]( 27 ].
All tha present theories for both dilute and concentrated 
dispersions pertain to particles that have a surface
charge. In the case of kaollnlte this condition is not 
aatlsfied as the charge on the particle edge is pH 
dependant (see below). Further discussion of theories of 
colloid stability for concentrated dispersions is therefore 
not useful. However Kllne[281 has shotm that the simple 
two body interaction potential shows reasonable qualitative 
agreement with observed rheological data for volume 
fractions up to 0.2.
1.8 Kaolinite
Kaollnlte is a naturally occurIng mineral clay found mainly 
in the South of England and Central America. The clay
samples used in the experiments described here were 
supplied by English China Clays International, Cornwall. 
Various pre-dispersed size fractions are available from a 
broad fraction with 80% by weight less than 2 microns to 
narrow size distributions nominally from
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0.4-<0.1)>1 Blcxons. They are uaed for high quality paper 
coatlnqa becauae of their acattexlng efficiency in the 
visible spectruM and nominally broader fractions are used 
•e fillers l-< 1 >-6 microns. The width of the size 
distribution within a fraction can be seen from the 
electron mlcrogzaph 4 shown in figures 1.4 and 1.5. 
Kaolinlts is an aluaino-sllicata clay which posasses a 
t**o-l«y«red crystalline structure with a unit cell shown 
schematically in figurât 29] 1.6. The unit layer consists 
■ tetrahedral sheet of oxygen and silicon atoms linked 
by co-valent bonds to an octahedral sheet of hydroxyl 
groups, oxygon and aluminium atoms; tha two sheets share 
commin oxygen atoms. The basal spacing in kaollnite is 
0.72nm between corresponding sheets in stacked unit layers.
These layers are held together by weak van dor Haals 
forces allowing cleavage to occur along parallel planes, 
producing the flat platelet structure observed in electron 
micrographs. Raollnlta particles are approximately
hexagonal platelets with face diameters in the range 0.1 to 
10 microns and a density of 2600 kgm“*. They can be 
approximated to thin discs with an aspect ratio of about 
10:1(30]. It has been ostabllshedl29 1 that the charge on 
the particle face is always negative due to isomorphic 
suatltutlon of positive elements by elements of lower 
valency. At the edges the parallel arrays of tetrahedral 
silica sheets and the octahedral alumina sheets are 
disrupted and primary bonds are broken. The exposed
surface is similar to the oxide surfaces of silica and 
alumina and hence the charge^determlnlng mechanism of the
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Figure 1.4 Dlatrlbution in particle face diameters obtained 
from scanning electron micrographs of a nominal 0.4-0.5 
micron size fraction of kaolinlte
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> V
•dg« i* that ot an oxida aurlaca. Thua In tha caaa of an 
hydratad oxida tha nautral aurfaca can ba rapraaantad 
achaaatlcally aa In figura 1.7a. Thla can lonlaa to giva a 
nagatlvaly chargad aurfaca (1.7b) or adaorb a proton to 
giva a poaitlvaly chargad aurfaca <1.7c>. Tha doubla layar 
at tha adgaa la tharafora foraad by tha adaorption of 
potantial dataraining hydrogan and hydroxyl iona; thua tha 
adga la poaitlvaly chargad balow pH7 and nagativaly chargad 
abova pH7. Tha aoda of aggragatlon ia tharafora dapandant 
on tha pH of tha diaparaion. At low pH tha partlclaa can 
flocculata in tha faca to adga aoda dua to tha intaractlon 
of oppoaltaly chargad doubla layara; thia glvaa rlaa to a 
"houaa of carda" floe foraation(311. At high pH a alallar 
"houaa of carda" atructura ia formad aa raault of tha 
intaraction of tha axtandad doubla layarat 32 1 particularly 
at low alactolyta concantratlona a.g. in watar. Thia modal 
accounta for tha changa in rhaology with pH found in clay 
dlsparalona a.g. Tadroa( 33 1 found a minimum in tha plaatic 
vlscoalty at pH 7 for Bantonlta diaparalona. Similar 
rasulta ara avallabla for kaollnlta and ara dlacuaaad 
balow.
Tha stability of kaollnlta dlsparalona is increased by tha 
use of short chain polymer surfactants. In thia work a 
polyacrylata nautrallsad with sodium was usad, referred to 
by ita trade name Olapax. Dispex is a polymer liquid 
containing 40% by weight sodium polyacrylata of molecular 
weight approximately 2000. In aqueous dispersions the 
acrylate groups ionise to give nagatlvaly charged COO 
groups on a carbon backbone. At low pH these groups can
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Figure 1.6 Schematic representation ol the crystal 
structure of kaollnlte
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attach thaMalvM to tha positiva partida adga, howavar It 
la raportad(34] that graatar stability la achlavad ahan tha 
«t pH8, also alactron alcrographs( 34 J show 
tha polvMr to ba adsorbad at tha partida adgas. Thara 
saaas to ba no ralaranca In tha lltaratura to account for 
this anomaly, howavar Irraspactlva of tha adsorbtlon 
■achanlsB Dlspax Is usad sxtanslvaly In tha papar-coatlng 
Industry and próvidas tha ragulrad dlsparslon stability. 
Maasurwants of dlsparslon viscosity against Dlspax 
concantratloni 34 1 for kaollnlts dlsparslons show a alnlaua 
viscosity which daflnas tha optlaua Olspax dosaga for 
dlsparslon stability. Tha subsaguant Incraasa In viscosity 
on Incraaslng tha Dlspax concsntratlon Is Intarpratad as 
avldanca for ra-flocculatlon. Two aachanlsms hava baan put 
forward to axplaln this ra-flocculatlon: Soaoiar auar(35] 
raportad flocculation of nagatlvaly chargad partidas by 
nagatlvaly chargad sodium polyacrylata In tha prasanca of 
Calcium <20ppm). Thay suggastad Calcium bridging batwaan 
succasslva nagatlva polymar sitas as tha agant
responslbla, l.a. doubly lonlsad Ca Ions ara adsorbad to 
saparata polymer chains which ara attached to separata 
particles,
h owavat tha addition of excess Dlspax may be tha sama as 
adding excess salt and therefore Increasing tha electrolyte 
concentration and Introducing electrostatic Instability. 
Maasurmants of the real refractive index of kaollnlte 
particles by dlffarentlal rafractomatry gave a value of 
1.57Í36I. The Imaginary coefficient of refractive index Is 
vary low. This was chackadt371 using an Index matching
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■oXutlon. It W M  ob««rv«d that dlsp«r*lon. w«r« 
tranaparmt up to 50% solids.
1 .9  D lS D srs lo n  o r s p s r s t io n
In sll ths sxpsrlMnts conductsd throughout this thssls ths 
ss^lss wsrs prsparsd using ths ssthod dsscrll>sd bslow. 
0*lng a small glass psstla and mortar ths saiq)lsa ot clay 
wars mlxsd with dslonlssd watsr, and Olspsx «rtisn rsgulrsd, 
into a slurry with snough lores to brsak up any aggrsgatss. 
This smooth pasts was than dllutsd to ths rsquirsd 
concsntratlon with a praclssly msasursd amount ol watar.
The mlxsd sampls was put into a sampls bottls which was 
than saalad. Whan anough samplas had baan praparad in this 
sampla was sonlcatad in a Sonlprap 150<MSB) at a 
proba amplltuda satting ol 14 microns to thoroughly mix tha 
samplas. Altar mixing, tha saavla pH was maaaurad with a 
Philip Harris digital pH mater and adiustad by ths addition 
ol NaOH to increase tha pH or HaS04 to reduce it.
Altar tha pH had baan adiustad in this way the samples ware 
lelt to stand on tha bench lor 1 hour altar which tima tha 
pH was than measured and ra-adjuatad 11 necessary. Tha 
samples were then sonicated and used immediately.
The period and amplltuda ol the sonlcator were chosen altar 
experimentation to reduce variations in the samples 
produced by errors in mixing tines and amplitude.
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CHAPTER 2
M w u y — nt of— tha ■ o t t T l n o  oar— f r  S in cone«ntr»tr«.< 
Kaollnlt«
2 .1  I n t r o d u c t io n
Dunn® the course of this work two mein experiments! 
techni«p,es were developed in order to cherecterise the 
scetterin® properties of concentrated Kaolinite
dispersions.
Initially transmittance measurements were made using a 
technique usually associated with single scattering
measurements. This system was adapted to carry out 
measurements of the intensity transmitted through multiple 
scattering dispersions.
The transmittance technique proved to have limited 
applicability, giving useful results over the volume 
fraction range up to 0.05.
For measurements at higher concentrations this technique 
was abandoned in favour of a fibre optic diffuse 
reflectance system. This new system was designed to 
overcome the problems encountsrsd using the transmittance 
system. The results obtained and the comparisons between 
these two techniques are presented below in chronological 
order*
Transmittance aieasureeenta
A parallel collimated beam with a 20mm diameter was 
obtained using a tungsten source powered by a stabilised 
power supply and a simple lens system. This white source 
could be used with Interference filters to produce
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quMi-«onochroMtlc light, but with > .Ignillc.nt reduction 
ot optical powar. Tha colllaatad baaa waa Incldant on a 
varlabla path langth call <VPC) (Spacac 8100) which could 
ba adjuatad to glva path langtha In tha ranga 0 to lOaai. 
Tha call wlndowa had a dlaantax of 25oai, and wara raaovabla 
for claanlng purpoaaa. Alao tha body of tha call could ba 
dlaaaaaadblad to lacllltata claanlng.
datactlon ayatan conalatad of an Incoharant optic libra 
cabla of dlaMtar 3a« which waa flxad In placa auch that 
ona and waa in contact with tha VPC axlt window, tha othar 
and of tha libra lllvaalnatlng a alllcon photodatactor. Tha 
D.C. output ol thla datactor waa aaipllliad and dlaplayad by 
a Nacaa 3000 photoaatar. Taata carrlad out ualng nautral 
danalty llltara ahowad that tha photoaatar raadlng waa 
llnaarly ralatad to tha optical Ilux on tha photodatactor 
to within battar than 0.1%. Tha apparatua la ahown 
schamatlcally in llgura 2.1.
2.1.2 Bxparliaantal procadura
Tha aaaplaa wara prapared aa deacrlbad In chaptar 1. Tha 
voluffla Iractlona uaad wara from 0.01 to 0.05 Kaollnlta in 
dalonlaad watar with 3% Dlapax by walght ol clay whan 
required. In each caae the pH waa adjusted to the required 
value ualng the method described in chapter 1.
Before beginning each experimental run the VPC was cleaned 
with a detergent solution RBS 25 and then rinsed, firstly 
with distilled water and finally with acetone. The cell 
was then dried in a hot oven. After cleaning the VPC was 
fixed In Its cradle with the path langth set at 10mm. The
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praparsd s«apl* wmm than placad In th« c«ll. Raadinga oi 
tha transalttad flux wara than takan, atartlng at tha high 
•nd of tha path langth ranga to anaura that no air buhblaa 
antarad tha aaapla during tha Masuraaant cycla. Tha flux 
Im waa laaaaurad with a aaag>la of dalonlaad watar. 
Bxparlaanta wara carrlad out to Invaatlgata tha variation 
of S with tha aqulvalant atokaa dlaaatar (BSD)j tha 
variation of S with concantratlon; and tha variation of S 
with pH.
2.1.3 Variation of S with H8D
To charactarlaa tha changa In tha acattarlng parametar S 
with partlcla alza In tha »ultlpla acattarlng raglon of 
concantratlon, data wara obtalnad from tha VPC ualng tha 
fractlonatad samplas at a voluma fraction of 0.01 in 
dalonlsad watar and 3% Dlspax by walght of clay. In aach 
tha sampla pH waa adluatad to 8.
Ualng a non-llnaar laaat aquares algorithm tha data wara 
flttad to tha Kubalka-Munk aquation aaauming zaro 
abaorptlon, aa dlacuaaad In tha pravloua chaptar, l.a to a 
relation of the form *
1 + Sz (2.1)
whare A la a conatant ra(julred to account for tha arbitrary 
unlta uaed in maaauring tha tranamlttanca. An example of 
the fit obtalnad la ahown In figure 2.2. It waa found that 
tha function uaad did not provide a vary good fit 
aapeclally at the Intermediate polnta. However since thla 
sarlea of experiments were carried out at conatant 
concentration it was felt that useful comparisons could
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T r o r u M iit ta n o «  C a r b i ^ a r y  u n i ^ s )
p a ^  lang^h / m m
Figure 2.2 Bxaaple of data obtained using the (VPC> solid 
line - theoretical fit, points - experimental data
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still bs Mds.
Ths photon diffusion thsorytS] predicts that for a systaai 
of spherical scatterers there will be a correlation between 
scattering angles reducing the neasured S by the factor 
^l“^cos9>>, where <cosQ> is the photon diffusion scattering 
angle function discussed in chapter 1, used to account for 
forward scattering in large particles. The magnitude of 
the term <cosO> is dependant on the single scattering 
properties of the dispersed phase such that for isotropic 
Rayleigh scatterers <cos8> - 0 and for particles which
scatter more light in the forward direction <cos9> > 0. 
^•«'•rally <cos9> increases with particle size. 
Wideramasinghe (38 1 has tabulated data obtained from the 
Hie theory for spheres and gives Q(l-<cos9>> where Q is the 
scattering efficiency and is proportional to the product SO 
where D is the particle diameter.
The results obtained showing the variation of S with BSD 
are shown in figure 2.3 together with a theoretical curve.
It can be seen that the theoretical curve gives excellent 
agreement with data. However it should be noted that in 
order to fit the data the particle size diameter used for 
each volume fraction was BSD/2 indicating an even 
•^I^tJ^Ibution of faces and edges. In the absence of 
scattering theories for non-spherlcal particles it is 
difficult to make meaningful comparisons however the data 
clearly shows the optical resonance at about the 0.7-0.8/im 
BSD size fraction observed in dilute single scattering 
dispersions and due to the similarity of particle size and 
mean wavelength.
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Figure 2.3 S as a function of BSD, for kaollntta saaqilM at 
a volume fraction of 0.01, compared with theoretical data 
obtained using the Mle theory -solid line
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i . 1 . 4  Variation of s with p H
In thl* >«rlM of •xpMTlBwnts with aaapl* v oIium fraction« 
of 0.01 «nd 0.02 and 0.05 clay In dalonl««d wat«r, and no 
Dl«pax, S was iMaauxad for tha 0.7-0.8, 1-2 and 3-4 micron 
fractions, at pH's In tha rang« 4 to 9. For a pH of 1««« 
than 4 th« clay ««ttl«d out In about on« alnut«, and 
maasur«manta could not ba taican.
It la known that tha pH of colloidal dlparslons graatly 
affacts tha flocculation procaas a.g.[39). Howavar ovar 
tha pH rang« usad hara thara was no significant variation 
In tha valua of S maasurad. It was tharafora concludad 
that although tha saaq?l«a war« flocculatad to varying 
dagraas this did not produca a variation In tha scattaring 
propartlas of a randomly organlsad dlsparslon, 1 .« «van 
whan groups of partlclaa hava a local ordering, tha total 
scattering remains constant. This Indicates that there is 
optical Intarferance betwejan the particles due 
to their proximity. This can be explained In terms of tha 
coherence of the optical probe. If the particles are at a 
separation greater than the temporal coherence length and 
the spatial coherence area of tha light source even when 
flocculated, then there will be no optical Intarfarenca 
effects. From optical theory (401 the temporal coherence 
length Is approximately \ la the mean
wavelength of light In the medium and &X Is the width of 
the wavelength distribution. For white light this 
coherence length la thus of the order of X or '0.6 micron. 
Therefore particle centres that are separated by a distance
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9TMt«r than thl* will not optically tntarfara.
Also tha van Clttart Zarnlcka(40) thaora« dalinaa a apatial 
coharanca araa aa tha araa ovat which a partially coharant 
sourca will ba coharant. Tha thaoraa givaa thla araa aa 
O.ieVa whara a la tha angular radlua ol tha aourca. For 
diltuaa light Incidant at a plana
• - 7t , tharafora ior two partlclaa altuatad In thla plana 
to produca optical Intarfaranca tha Intarpartlcla 
aaparation »uat ba < 0.03 alcrona. Tha coaUSlnatlon ol
thaaa two alfacta aa«M to limit tha uaalulnaaa ol any 
tachniquaa that raly on optical intarlanca allacta to tha 
uaa ol guaai-monochromatic light in a alngla acattarlng 
ayatam lor particlaa with dimanalona graatar than ona 
wavalangth.
2.1.5 Variation ol S with concantration
In thla aarlaa ol axparlaanta aamplaa ol a broad clay 
Iraction, with 80wt% < 2microna BSD, wara praparad at
incraaalng concantrationa. Howavar abova voluma Iractlona 
graatar than about 0.05 aquation 2.1 gava an Incraaaingly 
poor lit to tha data. Thla waa thought to ba dua to tha 
cell dlmanslona and tha praaanca ol path length dependant 
intarnal and external rallactancea at tha alr/glaas 
glass/samplo Interlacea. Thaaa rallectancea are determined 
by tha ralractlva index ol the dispersion and the angular 
distribution ol the Incident liux. With collimated 
incident ilux there is a continual transler ol collimated 
to dillusa Ilux and tha relative intensities ol these two 
components are path length dependant, tharelore the
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•ngul« flux dl.tribution 1. .1 .0 p.th l.n,th d.p.ndant. 
Th. cotr«;tlon. n.cM.ary for th. lnt«:f.ci.l r.fl.ct.ncM, 
th.r.for. cannot b* tr.at.d u  con.twit. Al.o in both th. 
two Mid four flux thaorlM quoted in ch.ptw 1, it i. 
MauMMl that th. ...piM ar. Infinite in lateral extent. 
The range of optical depth, over which thl. aaueptlon hold, 
can be defined ualng the uaeful empirical rule r/z>Sx whore 
r 1. the cell radlu. and z 1. the path Iwigth. Thi. 
therefore placM a limit on either the concentration or th. 
path length range for a given experimental ay.tarn.
In order to overcome the problem, dlacuaaed above a 
reflectance cell waa conatructod which miniaiaed the 
effacta of wlndowa.
Pffttgtance meaauramenta
The method deacribed hero la ahown to be auperior to the 
uaual integrating aphere method which roquirea large 
correctlona to be made to allow for apecular reflection, at 
the sample surface. in order to make these correction., 
accurate knowledge of the refractive index of the sample is 
required which is itself difficult to determine for highly 
turbid heterogeneous samples.
?.2.1 Apparatus
The reflectance coll is shown schematically in figure 2.4. 
The incident flux enters the sanqple through one arm of a 
bifurcated glass fibre bundle (Baling Optical), where the 
diameter of the common end <B> was 3mm. A simple screw and 
dial gauge arrangement allowed the sample thickness z to be
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Fisura 2.4 Schematic of the ¿ ir e optic reflectance cell
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v.rl«d and Maaurad. Tha aaiqil« call waa a black-bottwaad 
cylindrical vaaaal of dlaaMtar 22aai. Diffusa flux raflactad 
by tha saiq>la through tha axlt ara (A) of tha blfurcatad 
bundla lllualnatad a lc*=» silicon photodloda usad In tha 
photo-alactrlc aoda. Tha photocurrant was aa^llflad and 
*ïl-*Pl*ï*d by tha Macaa photoaMtar usad pravlously.
Tha dlaaatar of aach fibra was 125 ua and tha flbraa froa 
aach ara wara randoaly alxad In tha coaaon bundla. Tha 
larga nuabar of fibras and tha randoa position ansurad that 
tha lllualnatlon was unlfora.
2.2.2 Thaorv of tha flbra bundla call
This aathod was davalopad In ordar to alnlalaa^ and r ■ in 
aquation <1.2»>.
Rafatrlng to flgura 2.4 tha Influx suffars raflactlons at 
intarfacas A and B, but slnca tha optical Influx and afflux 
routas wara physically saparata no axtarnally raflactad 
flux raachad tha photodloda, a n d ^  » 0.
Light scattarad within tha sanpla is Intarnally reflactad 
by tha bundla In two ways:
<1) at tha conwon bundla—sampla Intarfaca B; and
<11) aftar transmission through B at tha arm-air Intarfacas 
at A and C.
Tha internal reflectance of the afflux by the whole of tha 
bundla Is easily shown to be
. '2 ® ' t ' m r  * - ^O 1 - (2.2)
whore r* is the Internal reflectance of the flux from the 
sample by the common bundle-sample Interface B. The second 
term describes multiple reflections of flux within the
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flbr«* «t th« glus-««apXa Intarfaca B and glaas-air 
^*'^**^*®* A and C« and ara tha raflactancas for
light within tha fibra at B and A or C raspactlvaly, andX 
la tha Intrinsic tranaalttanca of tha fibra. c is tha 
fraction of tha total flux from tha saaqpla Incldant on tha 
and of tha bundla which Is convartad to propagating flux 
within tha fibras of tha bundla. Although thara is a larga 
rafractiva Indax nlssatch batwaan a glass fibra (n-1.56> 
and air. Its affact on r'Is alnlnlsad by tha saall valúa of 
c, which Is a function of tha fractional araa of tha bundla 
takan up with glass cora, tha nuMrlcal apartura of tha 
fibra and tha rafractiva Indax of tha glass ralatlva to 
that of tha aaapla. For tha bundla usad hara c "O.OS, 
“O.Ol and ~0.05. Oslng tha manufacturar*s data 
giving 0.001 for tha tarn In c. Tha valúa of ro astlnatad 
using Judd's aathodt91 appllad to tha thraa saparata 
raflacting mataríais at tha and of tha comsmn bundla, thasa 
wara tha cora, cladding and apoxy rasln with rafractiva 
Indicas 1.56,1.46,1.58 respactlvaly (all at Na D lina) and 
ralatlva araaa 0.14:0.76:0.10. Using thasa valúas and
Judd's calculation of Intarnal raflactanca wa hava ra “0.04 
for sampla rafractiva Indicas In tha 1.3-1.5 ranga occuplad 
by most fluids, showing that ra Is tha dominant tarm In 
aquation (2.2 ) abova. Putting /a • 0 and r*« 0.04 In
equation (1.22) shows tha Intrinsic raflectanca is always 
within < 4% of the measured value. This error was 
considerad small enough to neglect In the subsequent 
analysis.
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2^3.3 Initial ■XDTl— nt«
Th« c«ll r«fl*ctanc« with • saapl« ol telonl««d watwr <R )w
W M  MMvirwd and coaparad with ratlactancn Masurnaants <R> 
troB arv. S-P.^ 80 w t / 0«~pU.
*t a voluaa fraction of 0.04 . Tha ratio <R + 
^ R **aa found to ba a aaxlaua of 1.02 at tha lo%«aat 
path langth usad of O.lSaa. This sawll arror arising froa 
tha saall but flnlta call raflactanca was daaaad nagllglbla 
In tha light of tha pravlous discussion on tha llaltatlons 
of tha thaory.
Oslng an BPS aai^la of voluaa fraction 0.2 raflactanca 
aaaauraaants wara aada using two saparata calls, ona with 
whlta walls and ona with black walla. Tha S valuas 
dataralnad from thasa t»*o data sats agraad within tha 
axparlaantal arror and It was tharafora concludad that tha 
call dlaaatar was larga anough to ba conaldarad 
saal-lnfInlta In lataral axtant.
2.2.4 Variation of S with concantratlon
Saaplas wara praparad In tha voluaa fraction ranga 0.05 to 
0.25, In aach case tha saapla pH was adjusted to 8. This 
was dona because although S is Independent of pH in 
non-orlented saaplas, at pH8 Kaolin dispersions have a 
greater stability than at lowar pH's due to double layer 
repulsion whlla having a low enough viscosity so that 
saaples wara easier to work with, thus reducing possible 
errors caused by e.g. trapped air bubbles.
Tha reflected Intensity was maasured over the path length 
range 0.15mn to 1.5ma for throe samples at aach
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concmtratlon. Tha data llttad
Kubalka-Hunk rallactanca aquation.
R --ftSr___
< 1 -*■ Sz >» ^
whaza tha constant A la usad to account for tha arbitrary
units usad In saasurlnq raflactanca. A is tha Input
Intanslty l.a. R » A whan z Is Infinita. Tha fit using
this function gava an arror of about 4% and although this
**^ *’®* accaptabla In tha light of tha pravlous discussion
It was found that tha valúa of S obtalnad froa tha fit
saall variations In tha axparliMntal
data. Graatar functional stability and a battar fit wara
obtalnad by using tha a^plrlcal function,
R “ B( l-axp(-Sz >),
<2.4>
an axaapla of tha data obtalnad can ba saan In figura 2.5
whara cooparlaon of tha two fitting functions Is sada.
Figura 2.6 shows tha variation of S with concantratlon
whara tha S valúas plottad ara thosa obtalnad using both
tha thaoratlcal and asplrlcal function. It can ba saan
that Indapandant of tha fitting function usad S is a
non-llnaar function of tha concantratlon.
Pltzwatar(41 ] has prasantad similar data for TIO . Thaa
dacraasa In S par partida with concantratlon Is axplalnad 
In tarms of a dapandant scattaring thaory for tha sub 
micron plgmant partidas. In tha axparlmants conductad 
hata on larga partidas with Incoharant Illumination tha 
conditions for dapandant scattarlng ara not fulfillad. 
Howavar good agraament is obtalnad batwaan thaory and 
axparlmant by using tha Mia thaory with a concantratlon 
dapandant ralatlva rafractlva Indax, as usad by Gatat42] to 
account for tha dacraasa in scattaring par partida with
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Figure 2.5 Example oi data obtained using the reflectance 
cell. The kaollnlte sample used was SPS at a volume 
fraction of 0 .1
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Figure 2.6 S u a  function of dispersion volume fraction v 
for samples of SPS. The solid line is calculated using the 
Kubelka-Nunk aquation 2.3 and the dotted line is calculated 
using equation 2.4
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concantration tor latax dlaparalona. Oslng a slnpla v o Iu b w - 
'walghtad modalj Oata(42 ] wrltas tha ralatlva rafractlva 
indax as a
.  ________ »
(a ♦ Wa^ - a)) . Whara n,. Is tha ralatlva
ralractiva indax^ n» Is tha partida rafractlva Indax^n Is 
J^alractiva Indax of tha suspanding aadlum at Infinita 
dilution and v Is tha voluaa fraction. In figura 2.7 tha 
scattaring afficlmcy par partida < obtalnad by dividing S 
by tha voluaa fraction ) Is plottad against tha voluaa 
fraction, tha data ara normalIsad to 1 for zaro voluma 
i**ctlon. Tha thaoratlcal curva obtainad using tha Hla 
ia also plottad on tha sama graph.
Thaory and axparlaent show axcallant agraamant although it 
should ba notad that tha systaa undar Invastlgatlon is a 
sa^la of polydlsparsa non-spharlcal partidas, in contrast 
with tha aono-dlsparsa spharas assuaad In tha Mia thaory.
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fl9ure 2.7 Scattering per partlcle)|aa a function of the 
volume fraction v for samples of SPS. The solid line, 
obtained from the Mle theory using a concentration weighted 
Index of refraction, 1s compared with data obtained using 
the reflectance cell
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3.1 Introduction
It Is Msll lui own(43 J that ths anisotropy of partlclss or 
floes can bs dstsetad optically if ths concantratlon is low 
snough for sultlpls scattsring to bo neglsctad. Ono such 
^31 rslias on ths dstoctlon of ths cohsrsntly 
transnittsd light (l.s. ths non-scattsrsd Intsnslty) 
^^^hslting a dlluts dlspsrsion# by nsasuring ths 
non-scattsrsd transslttanco with and without an aligning 
A msasuro of ths particle or floe anisotropy is 
obtained since an oriented array of non-sphsrlcal particles 
will have a different gsosstric and scattering 
cross-section from a random array.
Measurements reported in this thesis were carried out on 
multiple scattsring dispersions where each detected photon 
has undergone, on average, more than one scattering event. 
It might be assumed therefore that information on the 
orientation of particles within the dispersion will be 
averaged out and lost since the detected light flux is 
diffuse and spatially Incoherent. This is shown not to be 
the case both empirically by the data obtained in this and 
subsequent chapters and theoretically by the following 
simple analysis. This analysis will show that a diffuse 
scattering cross-section is obtained when a sample is 
illuminated with isotropic flux and that the diffuse 
cross-section is dependant on the orientation of
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th« scatt«r«r. Having obtained this dlftuas scattering 
cross-section It Is then possible to Infer the orientation 
P**tlclea from the OMasured diffuse transmittance or 
reflectance given by the Kubelka-Munk type theories.
Thus Information on particle or floe anisotropy is retained 
even when completely Isotropic flux is used and this 
provides the theoretical basis to account for the data 
Pi^**ented In this and the following chapters.
The following assumptions have been used In the analysis:
I) For optically dense media the angular dépendance of the 
Incident flux Is quickly averaged out Inside the sample due 
to multiple scattering, such that the radiance Is taken as 
diffuse l.e. constant with angle.
II) the dispersion Is made up of sufficiently large 
P**^^^®^** such that their scattering cross-section is 
simply twice their geometric cross-section. This is the 
^^•^^^^•ctlon limit scattering cross-section.
III) The particle model used Is an oblate spheroid with
Hi ettir
symmetry^axls a,yaeml-axes b and axes ratio p » a/b.
In general for a flux direction normal to the (x,y) plane 
the radiance is defined as in figure 3.1. The
particle orientation Is defined by where n defines
the particle normal.
The projection of the scattering cross-section of an oblate 
spheroid on the Incident plane Is then given by 
Cíe) - Qit) (Co.^c p^.in^e)-
<3.1)
where Q<e) Is the scattering efficiency of the particle and
Co.c - CO.Ç ,inn CO.* .la* ♦ ,i„ç ^ coan Co.« < 3.2)
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Figur. 3.1 Coordinate ,yst.„ äm tining th. p.rtlcl. 
orientation relativ, to the iiux direction
PAQE a 7
Tha diltuae scattaring cross-saction
C¿<»v) is assuMd to ba glvan by C(« ) walghtad according to
tha radiant intanslty I, < Tha dlftusa scattaring
cross-saction Is glvan by 
2» »/2
j j CÍ») Sla* d* dd
c.fn) - 2»b* -2— 2-- ----------------- --“ 2» »/2 (3.3)
j j O.d) Sin* dt dd
o o
with tha assunptlon of diffusa flux wa can usa tha Lanbart 
cosina law to find Ic<9/> l>a.
I, (•.♦) - Coa* <3.4)
slnca I Is constant with angla wa hava 
2» */2
■ 2b^ I I Cfc) Coa* Sint d* d* (3.5 )
o o
using tha diffraction limit of tha scattarlng 
cross-sactlon,
Q(t) • 2
Bvan with thase simplifications tha Intagration cannot ba 
solvad analytically as it stands. An analytical solution 
is posslbla howaver if C<£) Is axpanded in a sarles of 
Legandre polynomials. Slnca C < 0  Is a function of (cosC ) 
wa hava
Cft) - 2»b^  Z a p ,  (Cooe) 
o
( 3.6 )
This intagratlon is aaslly solvad using tha racurranca
ralatlonshlp for the Legendre polynomials to give,
2 •
C^ (n) " 2»b 2 2^0 (3.7)
where b(n> Is defined by Intagratlon of tha recurrence
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<3.a)
raXatlonshlp.
Thl« gi v M  for an axta ratio p • 0.1 
Cjin) -(0.489 ♦ 0.279 Co.^ i, - 0.047 Co.*n ♦ 0.01S7 Cot‘n ♦ ...) x 2»b^
For tha thraa caaas of moat Intarast namaly faca on; adga 
on and random orlantatlon, tha dlffuaa acattarlng
cro»*—«®ction la Qivan by,
Cjirf) - 2*b^ (0.724) ' <3.9)
C^ (9<i) - 2wb^ (0.489) (3.10)
C^ (IAIOOII) - 2»b* (0.S7) <3.11)
Tha slngla scattaring raaults for p - o.l glva,
C(rf) - 2»b* (3.12)
C(90*) - 2«b* (0.1) <3.13)
C(IAnON) 2xb^  (0.S5) <3.14)
Thaaa rasults show quits claarly that although soma 
Information is avaragad out thara Is still information on 
partiels shape to ba obtained from tha diffusa light 
scattered by optically danse media. It is therefore
possible to use multiple scattered light as a probe of 
particle orientation in an applied field. It should be 
noted that the value obtained for random orlantatlon in the 
two cases should agree^thls therefore defines an error of 
about 4% caused by truncating the series in equation 3.8  
after four terms. The values should agree since under 
random conditions the scattering 1s Independent of the 
angle of Incidence. In a single scattering experiment only 
one angle Is used and for multiple scattering all angles 
are used.
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sine« k«olinlt« contain« magn«tlc«lly activ« Impuritl«« 
(■«« th« dlsctiaalon in chaptar 1) it 1« po««lbi« to indue« 
oriantation by tha application ot a ugnatic iiald. A 
chanlcal assay showing tha iapurltlas of soma of tha 
fractlonatad clay saBg>las usad in this work is shown in 
t*bla 3.1. In viaw of tha axistanca of thasa latpurltias it 
was dacldad to study tha affact of aagnatically inducad 
orlantatlon on tha optical transaittanca of kaollnlta 
sanplas i.a. to maasuxa tha dlffaxanca batwaan tha 
scattaring cross-sactlons of random and orlantad 
non-spharlcal partlclas. Thar« ara two approach«« 
posslbla: a> to apply an altarnatlng fiald and maasura tha 
fraquancy responsa of tha saaplas and tha phase dlffarance 
batwaan the optical responaa and the applied fiald; and b> 
to apply a d.c. fiald and measure the amplitude and 
relaxation process.
To carry out measuramants in the frequency domain a 200 
watt a.c. amplifier was constructed to power a Helmholtz 
pair. This gave a maximum fiald strength of the order of 
O.IT in tha frequency range 0 to SOOHz. It was initially 
decided to taka measurements on sample dilutions where 
single scattering was dominant. However due to the 
problems discussed in the introduction the signal was lost 
in the noise and although a phase sensitive detector was 
used in an attempt to recover tha signal, useful results 
were not obtained.
Using a fast Fourier transform and the analogue-to-digltal 
converter of a BBC microcomputer the frequency spectrum of 
the random variation of intensity with time, in the absence
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oi an applied field, was obtained. This showed the noise 
to bs In the range 0-lHz. This means that lor 
reproducible, useful <l.e. resolvable) results the 
statistical properties of the sample should not change over 
the total sampling period. Thus for a 255 point transform 
times greater than 255/f are required to resolve a signal 
of frequency f l.e. several hundreds of seconds. Since the 
density mismatch between water and )caollnlte Is large, 
■•ttllng changes the statistical properties over this time, 
hence limiting the usefulness of data aqulrad In the 
frequency doMln.
®tber attempts wmrm made to characterise the noise but 
with little success. It was finally decided that further 
atteopts should not be pursued at this stage.
The problems so far encountered have been dl: -nissed in the 
introduction. In order to overcome then che sample 
concentration was Increased such that multiple scattering 
became dominant.
3.2 Apparatus
The apparatus used in this series of experiments is shown 
schematically in figure 3.2. It consists of an optical 
input system, an electromagnet with hollow pole pieces and 
an optical detection system.
The optical components used are those already described in 
chapter 2 and used throughout this wor)c. In these 
•xperiments however, the collimated beam diameter was 
reduced to Smm to allow the beam to be transmitted through 
the pole pieces of the Leybold magnet.
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Th# ugnat ua«d had a coll raslstanca ol 0.6 ohna at 5A. 
and waa poMarad by a Parnall stablllaad powar supply. With 
a pola saparatlon of lOnm a aaxlaun liald atrangth of 0.3T 
was obtalnad. To achlava this flald atrangth an Induction 
currant of 8A waa raqulred. This nacassltatad tha usa of a 
small alactric fan to cool tha aagnat colls and thus kaap 
tha flald atangth constant ovar tlma parloda varying from 
10a upto 8 minutsa. Flgura 3.3 shows tha variation of 
atrangth with Induction currant for a 10mm pola 
aaparatlon. Tha pola aaparatlon of lOnn was chosan to glva 
a constant fiald strangth across tha aampla and to allow 
aasa of accaas snsurlng accurata call positioning.
For complata orlantatlon flald atrangtha of tha ordar of 
TaslaadO] are necessary, however, useful results are still 
obtained when only partial orientation is achieved. In
figure 3.4 tha magnetically induced fractional change In 
turbidity Is plotted as a function of field strangth for a 
typical sample, this Illustrates that complete orientation 
Is not achieved with the field strengths available from the 
magnet used. A 2mm path length cell was used to contain
the sample, the path length being chosen to ensure that
multiple scattering was dominant over the concentration 
range used.
The field strength was monitored by a Hirst FM75
Gaussmeter, the analogue output from the Gaussmeter 
provided a trigger for a BBC microcomputer. Outputs from 
the Gaussmeter and the detection system were monitored by 
the microcomputer using two channels of Its four channel 
analogue to digital converter. A programme was written
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OQ
Piqûre 3.3 Field strength B as a function of coll current 
In the Laybold electromagnet
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F i g u r a  3 . 4  Tha p a r c a n t a g a  ch anga  i n  t r a n a m i t t a n c a  a a  
f u n c t i o n  o f  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  fo r  a  t y p i c a l  s a a ip l e  <SPS a t  a 
vo lum e f r a c t i o n  o f  0 .05>
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which Initlatad data collactlon tha Instant ths fisld was 
turnsd off.
Ths call was thoroughly clsansd bsfots sach axpariaant by 
placing it In a sonic bath flllsd with RB825 claanlng 
solution. This was dons in ordsr to rsaovs any saapla 
dsposlts from ths call walls.
3.3 Initial sxDsrlmsnta
Ths rasponsa tins of ths systsm was chsckad using Baal clay 
which has a high f a m e  impurity and It Is tharafors vary 
assy to achlava full orlantatlon with tha magnatlc flalds 
avallabla and In tha absanca of tha flald this orlantatlon 
dacays vary rapidly. Tha tlaa constant (tha tlaa for tha 
•^•^•ctad optical signal to fall to 1/a of Its Initial flald 
on valua) maasurad hara was < 0.1 s. l.a. about 10 times 
smaller than tha tlaa constants aaasurad for kaollnlte. 
Tha rasponsa time of tha system was tharafora taken as < 
0.1 8. The amplitude resolution of tha system was < 0.1%.
This was aaasurad by using non-aagnatlc but turbid 
suspensions of polystyrana spheres and measuring tha 
spurious transmittance change with and In the absence of 
the field.
3.4 Experimental procedur«
To ensure reproducibility of results all of the samples 
used in each experimental run were prepared on the same day 
and shaken by a mechanical shaker lor thirty minutes before 
each experiment. The cell was then filled from a pipette 
and positioned between the poles of the magnet. The fibre
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optic d«t«ctlon cabl« was than pushad up to tha call 
ratalnlng tha call in position. Tha fiaid was than appliad 
until tha photonatar gava a staady raading. Tha coa«>utar 
progxaama was than initiatad, which sonitorad tha fiaid 
strangth and tha photoaMtar output. Tha fiald was than 
raaovad and tha coaputar bagan its racording cycla.
Tha total data aquialtion tina and tha tisa intarval 
batwaan aach data point was variad, to taka into account 
tha variation in ralaxation timas.
The samplaa were prepared using tha method described in 
chapter 1 and axperimants ware carried out in order to 
investigate tha following: tha concentration; pH; 
surfactant concentration and particle size dependence of 
tha magnetically induced turbidity change.
Variation of tha transmittance chanoa 
with concentration
Maaauremants ware carried out using a broad particle size 
fraction ( > 80wt% below 2 microns ) with a pH adjusted to 
8. The volume fraction of clay in de-lonised water was 
varied between 0.02 and 0.2. The results are shown in 
figures 3.5 and 3.6.
In figure 3.6 relaxation time is plotted against 
concentration. The data obtained from this aeries of 
experiments, an example of which is shown in figure 3.7, 
cannot be characterised by one exponential function. It 
was therefore decided to define the time constant as the 
time taken for the amplitude to fall to 1/e of its initial 
value. This was done since multi-exponential data fitting
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Figure 3.5 Th« rvjlo^ uJ«- chang* In T 
volume fraction v for SPS dlaperalons
a function of
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lA in
Flours 3*6 Ralaxatlon tine as e function of volune fraction 
for SPS dispersions
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Figure 3 . 7 An exwnple of thè d.t. obt.lned In th. 
opto-«.g„.tic experlment». a ..e*,ie of thè 0.7-0.8 «icron 
•oiinite slze frectlon at a volume concentration of 0.05
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•IgorlthM Mar* found to bm Inaccurata. Diffarantlatlng 
tha Kubalka-Nunk axpraaalon for Tranaalttanca with raapact 
to S glvaa tha fractional changa In T to ba 
dT/T - -dS/S Sd/d-fSd).
< 3.1S >
For a conatant fractional changa in S and a conatant path 
langth tha fractional changa In T with concantratlon ahould 
Incraaaa aaymptotically to tha valua dS/S. Slnca tha data 
doaa not bahava In thla way wa auat concluda that tha 
**^*®^^®*'*^ changa in S la not conatant with concantratlon 
but Incraaaaa with incraaaing concantratlon.
Tha dlaorlanting Influanca of Brownian motion la llkaly to 
dacraaaa with concantration and thla la avldancad by tha 
incraaaa in tha ralaxation tlaa with concantratlon.
Howavar In ordar to taat thla hypothaaaa wa raqulra a 
atrong anough fiald to achiava total oriantatlon at all 
concantratlona^ It would than ba posalbla to maaaura tha 
fiald atrangth raqulrad to glva total orlantation as a 
function of tha concantration, in tha prasant axparimantal 
this la not poaalbla to achiava with kaollnlta.
3.6 Variation of tha tranaalttanca chanoa with oH 
It is well documented that tha stability of kaolinita 
dispersions Is strongly pH dependant, e.g. sea the 
discussion In chapter 1.
Here the fractional changa in transmittance Induced by 
applying an external D.C. magnetic field Is used as an 
Indicator of the ability of the particles or floes to 
orient in the applied field and therefore as a monitor of 
the state of flocculation or deflocculatlon of a
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concantratad dlsparalon.
It haa baan alraady shown in chaptar two that thara is no 
tlocculatlon Inducad changa in tha scattaring paramatar S 
ot undisturbad disparsions as maasurad in a aultipla 
scattaring ragiiM using a whits light sourca. Hara howavar 
tha fractional changa in S is invastigatad via tha 
fractional changa in transmittanca. It has baan shown 
abova < saction 3.1 ) that oriantational inforaation is 
ratainad in optically dansa sultipla scattaring syatans. 
Tha fractional changa in transaittanca is thus a aaasura of 
tha accantrlclty of tha partlclas or floes which aaka up 
tha dlaparsion undar invaatlgation.
For dlluta kaollnita disparsions Tadros^^^ has shown that 
the point of zero charge for tha edge of clay platelets 
lias between pH6 and pH7. Below this pH tha partlclas 
flocculate in a face to edge aoda so that for a large 
enough floe thara will be no changa in transalttanca since 
tha floe will be orientatlonally isotropic. As the floe 
size decreases tha transalttance changa will increase to a 
maximum for slngla particles since single partlclas will 
have the largest anisotropy of magnetic moment and axis 
ratio. Therefore using this technlqpia it is possible to 
monitor tha flocculation process in Kaolinite or any other 
system of magnetically anisotropic non-spherlcal particles.
The volume fractions used were 0.01, 0.02 and 0.07 
kaolinite in de-ionlsed water, with no Olspex added. The 
sample pH wa& adjusted using sodium hydroxide and sulphuric 
acid solution. The results are shown in figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8 The percentage change In T as a function of pH 
for samples at three concentrations of the 1-2 micron size 
fraction
PAOE 6ft
Th M «  rMUlts show that ths pH at which msgnstlc.liy 
Inducad orlsntatlon altacts tha transmlttsd Intanslty can 
b« clearly defined. The results can be Interpreted as 
showing the transit froa face-to—e<)^a flocculation to a 
stable system of discrete particles, as the charge on the 
Initially positive edge approaches zero, at pH~7. The 
higher pH required to achieve this stability at the higher 
volume fraction of 0.07 Is considered to be a concentration 
effect since the height of the potential barrier to 
flocculation (figure 1.3) decreases as the average particle 
separation decreases. As the concentration is increased 
Increasingly negative edge charge is required 
to retain the same barrier height.
Variation of the transmittance change with 
Dlspex concentration
®*P**^l**hts were carried out in order to Investigate the 
affect of surfactant concentration on the optical 
properties of kaollnite dispersions. The samples were 
prepared with Olspex concentrations in the range 1% to 4% 
by dry weight of clay and a pH adjusted to 8. The sample 
volume fraction was 0.04. The results are shown In figure 3.9 
It Is seen that there Is a Oispex concentration for 
maximum transmittance change. Indicating a minimum floe 
size. In terms of dispersion rheology the effect of Dlspex 
on floe stability is not clear!44 ], However It Is thought 
that the Olspex molecules attach themselves to the particle 
surface and sterically hinder aggregation as discussed in 
chapter 1. The Dlspex concentration at which the maximum
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Figure 3.9 The percentage change in T as a function of 
Olspex concentration for three (caolinite size fractions
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Figure 3.10 relaxation time as a function of Oiapex 
concentration for three Kaolinite size fractions
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p»rc«nt*a« ch«ng« occurs Is clssrly dspandsnt on ths 
partlcls slzs, or psrhaps mors importantly tha total sampla 
surfaca araa which for a givan concantration incraasas with 
dacraasing particla siza. This is likaly sinca tha Dispax 
aolaculas ara surfaca agants.
Tha dacraasa in parcantaga changa aftar tha maximum is 
raachad indicatas raflocculation* This may ba dua to 
calcium bridging, or dua to alactrostatic instability. 
Thasa two affacta hava baan discussad in chaptar 1.8. 
GragoryC 51 ] has shown that felyjmur bridging will only taka 
placa in kaolinita diaparsions whan calcium is addad, a.g. 
by praparing tha samplas in tap watar, dasor||tion of 
calcium from tha particla surfacan«) if it occurs is not 
sufficiant. Sinca tha disparsions used hare ware prepared 
in de-ionisad watar raflocculation is unlikely to bo duo to 
this mechanism.
Olspex donates sodium ions to tha dispersion honca 
increasing tha olactrolyta concantratlon,((ventually this 
will produce alactrostatic instability and face to face 
flocculation, since Dispax will still provide a starlc 
repulsive force hindering edge to edge and edge to face 
flocculation. This is thought to ba tha mechanism 
responsible.
The Increase in the transmittance change with particla size 
is interpreted as an Increase in the field induced particle 
orientation, since the interparticle separation is 
Increased for the same concentration, as the particle size 
Is Increased and the particles have more free volume in 
which to align In tha field.
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3 . 8  V ^ r t^ t tQ n  o t  r « l > x « t l o n t l i a  w i t h  D l« p « «  
c o n c w n t r a t lo n  » n d  p a r t i e l «  « i z »
Relaxation t l M  with partiel* «iz* was Investigated ior
three particle sizes at a volume fraction ot 0.04.
The results are shown In figure ?.|0.
They Indicate that the relaxation process Is Indépendant of
Dlspex concentration over the kaollnlt* concentration range
used. These data can be Interpreted to mean that Olspex
Increases the number of optically anlstroplc particles or
floes but not their size and at low kaollnlte
concentrations, the addition of Olspex does not
significantly Increase the dispersion viscosity.
For single particles relaxing under Brownian motion the
relaxation time decreases with particle size. Here this Is
not the casa» relaxation tine Increased as the particle
size decreased. This data can be explained in terms of
coupling between rotational and translational Brownian
m o t io n .  I f  t h e  t im e  r e g u l r e d  fo r  r o t a t i o n  i s  com m ensu ra te
with the mean free time for Interpartlcle collisions the
r o t a t i o n  w i l l  b e  h in d e r e d  and  t h e  r e l a x a t i o n  t im e
increased. The average separation d, between spheres of
diameter BSD, at a volume fraction v, is given by 
•'/■s< V - DBSD.
< 3 .1 6  )
This gives a value of about 2 BSD for the volume fraction 
used here, this Is thought to explain the data.
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CHAPTER 4
Oltr— onic orlTOtatlon
4.1 Introduction
Th« uae of an ultrasonic field to orient the non-spherlcal 
kaollnlte particles Is described In this chapter.
The disc shaped kaollnlte particles are thought to be 
oriented by a torque acting to reduce the angle between the 
disc normal and the ultrasound propagation direction, as in 
the behaviour of the Rayleigh discs (451.
Initial experiments were carried out In an attwapt to gauge 
the xisefulness of ultrasonic orientation In colloid-optical 
research.
4.2 Apparatus
A Sclsonlcs pulse generator was used as the power source to 
deliver a 5ns, 150V pulse to a Sclaonlcs PZT ultrasonic 
transducer. The pulse repetition frequency could be varied 
between 1 kHz and 10 kHz. It was found that the maximum 
repetition frequency (l.e the maximum time-average acoustic 
power) produced the maximum orientation, as measured by the 
optical reflectance change which Increased approximately 
linearly with repetition frequency. Complete orientation 
was not achieved with the available energy Input.
When the 5ns pulse Is applied to the transducer the 
transducer rings at Its resonant frequency of 5 MHz with a 
decaying amplitude lor approximately 20 cycles. The 
transducers used were mounted in a stainless steel cylinder 
packed with an acoustically matched black epoxy resin. For 
®xp*tlments which measured the acoustic properties of
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th« kaollnlta sanplM, th« saa^l« call conaiatad of two 
tranaducara <a aandar and a racaivar ) altuatad at althar 
and of a PTFB tuba. Locatad towarda tha cantra of thla 
cloaad call a notch waa cut out to allow accaaa for filling 
and claanlng. Tha call path langth waa flxad at Pm. Thla 
apparatua la ahown achaaatlcally in figura 4.1.
For tha opto-acouatlc aaaauraaanta a PTFB tuba waa flxad 
around a tranaducar» auch that tha top of tha tranaducar 
actad as tha Isottoa of a raflactanca call. Tha absorbing 
black apoxy raaln giving a saall but flnita raflactanca at 
zaro path langth. Tha light sourca uaad waa darlvad from a 
tungatan lamp powarad by a Farnall atablllaad powar aupply.
Tha blfurcatad flbra uaad hara had a dlamatar of 3gni. Tha 
aampla arm of tha flbra waa in diract contact with tha 
sampla thus avoiding unwantad window corractlons as 
dlscuasad aarllar. Tha output and of tha fibre llluminatad 
a lcm= silicon detector, tha output from the detector waa 
amplified and displayed by a Nacam photometer. Finally tha 
photometer output was monitored by a BBC microcomputer. 
The apparatus Is shown In figure 4.2.
4.3 Experimental procedure
In the acoustic experiments the transmitted sound intensity 
was detected using a 10 MHz oscilloscope. The error in 
taking amplitude measurements from the oscilloscope was of 
the order of 5%. Attempts were made to measure the sound 
velocity variation with concentration but with little 
success. Urlck C4 6 J reports that for the volume fraction 
range up to 0.4 the variation of sound velocity with
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of the apparatus used In the 
Ultrasonic transmission experiments
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of the apparatus used In thi 
opto-sonlc experiments
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concantratlon Is of ths order ot 3%.
For the opto-sonlc sxpsrlmsnts, after ths saatplss wars 
placed in the call the sanqpla and of the fibre was fixed in 
its OK>unt and the path length adjusted.
Before each data run the sonic field was applied until the 
reflectance reached a steady value then a coaqputer 
prograasae was initiated to follow the decay of the 
reflectance with tian after the field was removed.
4.4 Variation of the transmitted ultrasonic 
intensity with concentration
Using the acoustic coll the transmitted ultrasonic 
intensity relative to that of water was measured using the 
oscilloscope. Samples in ths volume fraction range 
0.02-0.14 were prepared as dsscrlbed in chapter 1 with a pH 
fixed at 8 and without the addition of Olspax.
Attenuation of high frequency sound waves has been shown by 
Stokes!47] and Klrchhoff(48 ] to bo due to viscous drag and 
heat conduction, assuming no scattering.
The transmitted ultrasonic Tu Intensity falls by a factor 
exp<-2ax ) after a traversing a distance x. The quantity 2a 
la the^intansltv absorption coefficient given by 
2a
c , U p J ( 4.1 )
Where ^  is the mean density, is the viscosity, f  the
Iffrequency, c the velocity of sound in the medium, the
ratio of the specific heats, C^the specific heat at 
constant pressure and K the thermal conductivity.
For kaolinlte dispersions the heat conduction term la 
negligible. Beazley [49] reports that the variation of the
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vl*co*ity of kaolinlta diaparslona aaasurad at high 
valocity gradlanta incraaaas approxiaataly llnaarly with 
volume fraction over the concentration range ueed here. 
Taking logs <Ln) and wlting 1000( 1-t-l.Cv > for the mean 
<l**>*ity, and < 1+bv ) for the relative viscosity at a volume 
fraction v we have
<4.2)
here the path length x la 9aw.
A non-linear data fitting programme was used, fitting the 
experimental values of T and v. The data and the fitted 
function are shown in figure 4.3 and show good agreesMnt 
with the form of the equation. The value of the 
proportionality constant b > 3.8, is a factor of 5 lower 
the value obtained from the data presented by 
Beazley[49]. This can be Interpreted in terms of the 
frequency dependence of the viscosity.
These results clearly suggest that attenuation in 
deflocculated dispersions of kaollnlte is due to viscous 
drag and not to scattering. This is to be expected since 
deflocculated kaollnlte particles are much smaller thwthe 
ultrasonic wavelength of 0.3mm.
4.5 Variation of the transmitted ultrasonic 
intensity with pH
With the fixed path length 9mm acoustic coll the 
transmitted ultrasonic Intensity was measured for samples 
prepared as In chapter 1 with a volume fraction of 0.10 and 
a pH in the range 3 to 10. The results are shown In figure
4.4 with the transmitted sound Intensity In arbitrary
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Figure 4.3 Ln Ultrasonic Transmittance as a function of 
dispersion volume fraction v for SPS. The solid line is 
°^ *^^ *'*** *rom the Stokes-Kirchhof f equation <4.1> for 
acoustic absorbtion
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Figura 4.4 Ultrasonic transmittance (in arbitrary units) as 
a function of pH for a dispersion of SPS at a volusM 
fraction of 0.1 ..
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unit.. T h « .  r«iult. c.n b. int.rpr.t.d .. .vld.nc. ot 
•onlc rMonanc. «n.logou. with It. optlc.l count.rp.rt. It 
1. known th.t IncrsMlnp th. pH of . kaollnlt. dl.p.r.lon 
d ^ : r e M M  th. H o c  .iz.. Th. .c.ttwrlng of th. .ound w .v m  
will b.coM Mrk.d wh.n th. floe .iz. 1. coMi.n.ur.t. with 
th. w«v.l«igth. For th. tran.duc.r uawl th. wav.lwigth of 
th. aound wavM In wat.r 1. 0 . 3 »  which th.r.for. .uggMt 
floe of a slallar slz. at pH6.
4.6 Variation of rafl.etane. e h a n a . 
with path l.nath
Dlff.r.ntl.tlng aquation 1.5 w. find th. fractional chanq. 
In R to b. qlvan by 
<SR/R “ a s /s V iy i i+sz J
( 4 . 3 )
for a path l.nqth z. Indicating that th. fractional change 
In R will dacraaa. with concentration.
T h e .  .xperlmanta wore carried to t e t  th. validity of 
equation 4.3.
The sample used was of volume fraction 0.002 with a pH 
adjusted to 8.
The results are shown In figure 4.5.
It was thought that the Initial Increase In the reflectance 
change with path length was due to acoustic Interference at 
path lengths commensurate with wave train length, reducing 
the intensity of the progressive wave part of the acoustic 
field. However at short optical depths, (i.e. for a volume 
fraction of 0.002 path lengths less than 10mm), the static 
reflectance of the sample Is equal to or less than the 
reflectance of the cell. Therefore the fractional change
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Figure 4.5 The percentage change in reflectance R as a 
function of path length for a dispersion of SPS at a volume 
fraction of 0.002
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in r.íLctance a« «...ured 1« imna than tha trua valúa by a 
iactor ot R/<R>C) whara C is tha call railactanca and R i, 
tha saapla raflactanca. This bahavlour accounts tor tha 
initial risa in tha ratlactanca chanfla, bayond path lanflths 
of iChw. tha raflactanca chanfla dacays as axpactad. For 
stronflly múltipla scattarlnfl dlsparslons R » c  for all path 
lanflths flraatar than 0.1mm. tha shortast path lanflth usad.
4 . 7  V a r i a t i o n  r « t l « c t a n e a  
Changa with «yoncantratjon
Thasa axparlmants wara carriad out in ordar to clarify tha 
rasults in 4.6 to Invastiflata whathar tha initial risa in 
raflactanca with path lanflth. obsarvad praviously. is dua 
to tha call raflactivity or acoustic Intarfaranca. Tha 
•xparimants wara conduct.d with a flxad path lanflth of 5 mm 
Which claarly limits th. concantration ranfl. ovar which 
maasuramant, could be made slnca for larfla optical dapths 
tha raflectance reachas saturation l.a tha optical afflux 
is equal to the influx and therefore orientational effects 
cannot be observed optically. The volume fraction ranfla 
used was from .002 to 0.01 with the pH fixed at 8 for all 
».«pies. The results are shown in fiflure 4.6. For a fixed 
P.th lenflth the variation of the fractional chanfle in the 
reflectance will depend on the scatterlnfl parameter S. the 
fractional chanfle in S and the intensity of the sound 
field. From fiflur. 4.3 it can be seen that the intensity 
of the sound field varies by only a few percent over this 
concentration ranfla and since the variation in the optical 
response i, expected to be of the order of 30%. it is
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Figure 4.6 the fractional change In R as a function of 
volume fraction for dispersions of SPS
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concluded that this behaviour is due to an optical effect.
4.8 Variation of reflectance change 
with pH
Saeples with a fixed volume fraction of 0.008 and pH In the 
ranye 6 to 10 t#ere prepared as dasclbed In chapter 1, with 
the path length fixed at 5mm. The results are shown In 
figure 4.7.
These results Indicate that an opto-ultrasonlc system can 
be used as a means for monitoring flocculation.
It Is tinown that flocculaton within a colloidal dispersion 
Is extremely pH dependant and In the case of kaollnlte It 
Is also thought that particles flocculate In a face to edge 
mode such that floes appear optically Isotropic and 
therefore orientation does not change the optical 
scattering properties of the floes. It Is also known that 
above a pH of 7 the dispersion becomes deflocculated so 
that orientation will produce a reflectance change.
4.9 Conclusion
The experimental results suggest the usefulness of using 
acoustic and opto-acoustlc techniques to characterise 
dispersions of non-spherleal particles. From this brief 
examination It Is apparent that a greater time averaged 
acoustic Intensity Is required to obtain maximum particle 
orientation.
The concentration range over which opto—accoustlc
measurements can be made can be greatly extended simply by 
reducing the path length.
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Figure 4.7 The percentage change In R as a function of pH 
for a dispersion of SPS at a volume fraction of 0.008
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CHAPTBR 5
Shaar-lnducad orientation
5.1 Introduction
Non-apharical particlaa in shaar flow ara aublact to tha 
orlanttng Influanca of tha hydrodynamic flald and tha 
disorlantlng Influanca of Brownian motion. Tharafora thara 
la a changa in orlantatlon from random to ahaar-orlantad. 
Thia ahaar orlantatlon will dacay to random orlantation 
whan tha hydrodynamic fiald la ramovad, by tha action of 
rotary Brownian motion. In tha caaa of kaollnite 
dlaparslona, it la poaaibla to follow thia 
micro-rhaologlcal bahavlour optically.
5.2 Anaaratua
Tha apparatua uaad In this aarlea of axperlmanta la shown 
schamatlcally In figure 5.1.
A tungatan lamp powered by a Parnell L12-10C power aupply 
provided the light source used.
A Macam 400-700nm strip spectrum filter with a 14nm 
half-height halfwidth was uaad to vary the wavelength of 
the Incident light.
Tha Incident light was delivered to the sample through a 
bifurcated fibre optic cable of 3mm radius. The
reflectance was detected by a Nacam silicon photodiode 
<lcm*) through the return arm of the fibre optic cable. 
The response curve of the fibre used 1s shown in figure 
5.2.
The sample cell consisted of an 11mm radius glass cylinder, 
26mm in height, which was fixed upon a matt black plastic
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Figure 5.2 Optical response of the fibre optic bundle as a 
function of angle of Incidence defining the numerical 
aperture as 0.5 <sln 3(f)
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basa-plat«. Th« c«ll was nountad coaxially on tho splndla 
of a 1.8 dagras atapping notor <l.a. 200 staps par
ravolutlon), which was dxlvan by a powar supply controllad 
by a <.001-1000>Hz squara wava signal ganacator.
Tha output from tha photodloda was dlsplayad on a Macan 
3000 photomatar, which also amplifiad tha signal. An 
analogua output from tho photomotar was monitorod by a BBC 
mlcrocomputar via its analogua to digital convartor.
With tha prasont apparatus tha volocity gradlant G at a 
dlstanca a, from tho bundla contra is glvan by 
® <5.1)
whara, w is tho angular fraquancy of tha stopping motor and 
d is tha optical path langth. Tha avorago valocity 
gxadlant <G> is givon by tha aroa welghtod avaraga of G 
<0»^ |%«a^da / |*2>ada - 4 ^  ( 5.2>
.r , .r ,-2.- , f , i •£
3 d
■* o
whara r is tha bundla radius.
Thus <G> - 2/3 G(max>, whero G(max> is tha velocity 
gradient at r.
5.3 Initial axperimants
Bxparimants wara carried out to minimise tho effacts of 
vibration and turbulence.
Initially tho apparatus was mounted on a single optical 
bench. This led to a high noise (random signal) level due 
to vibrations from tho stepping motor which were 
transmitted along tho optical bench to the pinhole. To 
reduce this noise level tho optical system was adjusted to 
produce an out of focus broad Image at tho input arm of the 
bifurcated fibre. The dynamic components were mounted on a
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**P*tmtm optical banch wtiich in turn was mountad on soft 
rubbar faat. Tha coabination of thasa inqprovaaants raducad 
tha noisa/signal ratio to < 0.1% for a whita light sourca. 
Whan tha filtar was usad tha apparant noisa/aignal laval 
incraasad dua to tha datactor charactaristics and tha 
conaidarabla raduction in optical flux. Kara tha noisa 
laval was < 0.3% for all wavalangths abovs 450nn and at 
400nm tha noisa laval was < 0.5%. It was dacidad that 
thasa lavais wars accaptabla in view of tha savaral % 
changa in raflactanca on shaar.
In tha shaar system used, sea figura 5.1, tha critical 
Reynolds number, below which tha flow is laminar, is not 
easy to determine theoretically. However there are 
empirical indicators of the onset of turbulent flow. Tha 
fluid adjacent to tha base of tha call axpariencas a 
centrifugal force which causes a secondary flow in tha 
radial direction. There are corresponding cantrapatal 
flows in tha fluid close to tha stationary fibre and tha 
top of tha fluid column.
A flow visualisation experiment, figure 5.3, using a laser 
beam and stroboscope, was conducted to observa tha onset of 
these secondary flows. It was found that they could be 
minimised by using a 3mm radius cable instead of the 1.5mm 
cable used in the static experiments reported in chapter 
two, (thus doubling the average velocity gradient for a 
given angular velocity and path length), and by fitting a 
9mm radius collar around the end of tha sanqpla arm of tha 
fibre in order to reduce the secondary flows. These 
improvements allowed for non-turbulent shear in the
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Flgur« 5.3 SctiMatlc of th« flow visualisation axpariiMnt 
allowing the onset of tubulence to be observed
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valoclty gradimt rang# upto 80a"»
Having mada the toragolng lavrovaaanta to tha axparlaantal 
syataa, an axparimantal procadura waa naadad to minialaa 
tha atfacta ol aattllng. Whan aattling took placa tha 
atatlc rallactanca inccaaaad ovar tlma dua to tha Incraaaad 
concantratlon in tha llluainatad voluom l.a partlclaa fro« 
tha non-illu«lnatad diapaxalon abova tha fibra aattlad into 
tha llluBlnatad voluaa. To ovarcoma thia it waa dacidad to 
thoroughly mix the aamplea prior to taking expariaantal 
data aa deacrlbed below. Figure 5.4 ahowa general grapha 
ol tha change in reflectance with a fixed velocity gradient 
G<max>. Graph 2 rapraaanta Idaaliaad behaviour where there 
la no apparent affect cauaed by aattllng. Graph 3 
repraaenta the caaa where aettllng occura prior to tha 
exparl«ant, the reflectance dacraaaea with time for a 
conatant velocity gradient. The reflectance reachea a 
steady value vihan the aample is eventually homogenised by 
the mixing affect ol rotation. In the absence ol the field 
the reflectance decays until settling once again becomes 
dominant. To overcome the problem of settling it was 
decided to mix the samples using a high angular velocity 
and than switch to the required angular velocity before 
each data run. It was found that reproducible results were 
achieved when samples were mixed using a high angular 
velocity, producing turbulent flow, for a period of 30s. 
Therefore the following experimental procedure was adopted.
After mixing, the velocity gradient waa switched to that 
required, the reflectance was allowed to decay to a steady 
value before a data run was Initiated. On each data run
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Figure 5.4 generalised plots of the percentage change In R 
lor different degrees of settling
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■ít«r the r«flactanc* had raachad a staady valúa tha data 
Q«qulsltion prograama was Inltlatad. Tha tield was raaiovad 
approxlaataly 5s into tha run In ordar to chack that tha 
•^•^^•ctanca for a constant fiald was also constant. UslnQ 
this approach it was found that for all partida sizas 
balow 3 microns sattlinç was not apparent.
At this stsQa it was than possible to proceed with tha 
following experimental Inveatlgatlons.
5.4 Variation of reflectance with velocity oradiant 
In tha group of experiments to ba described hare tha path 
length, <l.e. tha separation of the sample and of the fibre 
optic cable from the bottom of the sample cell), was fixed 
at 0.3mm. An alternative approach would be to conduct 
experiments with the path length varied to give a fixed 
reflectance, for random orientation, for all particle sizes 
used. The former approach was used because of the problem 
of settling discussed above.
The light source was used without the filter so as to give 
the lowest noise level in order to resolve reflectance 
changes at low velocity gradients. The saoules were 
prepared as described in chapter 1 with a kaolinlte volume 
fraction of 0.09. Dlspex was not added and the sample pH 
was fixed at 8. Data were obtained for the following BSD 
size fractions (given in microns) 0.4-0.5, 0.5-0.6,
0.6-0.7, 0.7-0.8, 1-2. The results are shown graphically
in figures 5.5-5.9 respectively.
Measurements have previously been made on dilute <v « 
0.0005) dispersions of kaolinite of the shear dependant
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Figure 5.5 The percentage change In R as a {unction of 
velocity gradient lor the 0.4-0.5 micron kaollnlte size 
fraction at a volume fraction of 0.09
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Flgur« 5.6 Th« parcantaqa changfe In R as a tunctlon ot 
velocity gradient for the 0.5-0.6 micron kaolinlte size 
fraction at a volume fraction of 0.09
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Figure 5.7 The percentage change in R as a function of 
velocity gradient for the 0.6-0.7 aicron kaolinite size 
fraction at a volume fraction of 0.09
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Figure 5.8 The percentage change In R as a function of 
velocity gradient for the 0.7-0.8 micron kaollnlte size 
fraction at a volume fraction of 0.09
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FlQure 5.9 The percentage change In R as a function of 
velocity gradient for the 1-2 micron kaollnlte size 
fraction at a volume fraction of 0.09
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optic.1 .nl.otropyl43,, wh.r. th. coh.r.ntly
int.n-lty i^„ured .. . function of .h.« r.t. lor th.
.ir. fraction, m  u.«j h.r. with th. .xcptlon of th. 
0.4-0.5 fraction. Th. data pr..«,t.d .how th. ....
functional for- a. th. data h.r.. Thl. i. tak.n a. 
.vld«,c. to aupport th. d a l «  m  chapt.r thr.a that 
orlantatlonal Information 1. r.taln^J wh«, -ultlpl. 
acattt.rlng 1. th. do-inant mod. of photon tranaport.
In th. data pr.a«,t.d th. pi.t.au r.,ion Indict., that th. 
.h.ar orl«,t.tlon i. maxlmla.d. Thl. pi.t.au i. to
occur at low.r .h.ar rate a. th. partiel, .iz. i. 
lncr.a..d, and m  th. c... of th. .mallet particle aiz. 
fraction th. exlmum non-turbulent .hear rat. with th. 
-vallabi. apparatu. wa. ln.ufficl.nt to produce complete 
orientation. Bvld.nc. for turbulec. i. th.
ai.contlnulty 1„ r to occur at th. high .hear rat. m
th. 0.4-0.5 micron data. This behaviour 1. expected on th. 
ba.1. of single particle shear orientation !.. smaller 
particles require higher velocity gradients to ov.rcom. th. 
randomising Influ.nc. of Brownian motion.
— —  V*»^f«tlon of reflaotancs chang« 
with wavelanoth
H.r. the Macam filter was us.d to vary th. wav.l.ngth of 
the incident light in th. rang. 400nm to TOOnm. The 
velocity gradient G<max) was fixed at approximately 40s- 
for all samples used. The samples were prepared as
d»»crlbed in chapter 1 with no Dispex, a pH of 8 and a 
volume fraction of 0.09. The procedure adopted here was
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firstly to adjust tha filtsr to ths rsqulrsd wavsiength, 
sacondly, to sat tha photomatar to a sultabla gain and 
chack tha zaro, and finally to axacuta tha axparlsmntal 
procadura dascrlbad abova. Data wara obtalnad for tha 
following BSD slza fractions O.S-0.6, 0.7-0.8, 1-2, 2-3. 
Tha rasults of thasa axparlsiants ara shown In figura 5.10 
This *K>rk has also baan pravloualy carrlad out{43 ] in a 
slngla scattaring ragls«, thara was hotiavar a much atrongar 
wavalangth dapandanca axhlbltad than In tha work prasantad 
hara. This must bs an affact dua to multlpla scattaring 
slnca hara tha concantratlon Is a factor of about 200 tlmas 
graater than In tha pravlous work!431.
In tha thaory davalopad In chaptar thraa tha diffraction 
limit of tha scattaring cross-sactlon was usad to simplify 
tha Intagratlon. A mora raallstlc approach would be to usa 
a phase function which Is particle slza dependant. This 
mora rigorous treatment may explain the difference In tha 
wavelength dépendance between the single and multiple 
scattering results.
5.6 Variation of reflaetanca change 
with Dlspax concentration
A aeries of experiments were undertaken In order to 
Investigate tha aggregation dépendance of the anisotropy of 
scattering cross-section of particles or floes. Since It 
Is known that Dlspex Impedes the flocculation process In 
kaollnlte, samples v<ere prepared using the method desclbed 
In chapter 1 with Olspex concentrations In the range 0% to 
3% by dry weight of clay. However here the sample pH was
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Figure 5.10 The percentage change In R aa a function of 
wavelength for the following micron kaolinlte size 
<0.5—0.6, 0.7—0.8, 1—2, 2—3> at a volume fraction
of 0.09
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not adjustad axtarnally by tha addition of salt solution. 
Ths light sourcs was ussd without ths liltsr to snsurs 
mlnisua noiso and maximun rssolutlon of small rsflsctancs 
changas. Tha valoclty gradiant was kapt constant at 40s-* 
lor all sanplas used. Tha samples used wars of a broad 
size fraction < 80wt% < 2mlcrons ) and tha volume fraction 
was OU'. Tha results are shown in figure 5.11.
Tha experimental technique used hare is not a true 
rapresantation of tha industrial process used In tha 
de-flocculation of kaollnlta slurries, but it is clear from 
tha results that this technique can be easily adapted as a 
practical monitor of flocculation and da-flocculation in an 
indiistrlal setting.
It should be noted that throughout this work there was no 
evidence to suggest that the shear fields used induced 
flocculation. It should also be noted that the Dispex 
concentration required to give the optimum signal for tha 
shear Induced reflectance change is lower than the value 
obtained from the magnetic work (chapter three). There are 
two possible causes for this behaviour. The particles 
under shear spend most of their time in a face-to-face 
orientation, therefore weak face-to-edge floes will be 
broken by the aligning action of the shear field. 
Secondly, Dispex releases sodium ions to the solvent 
therefore increasing the electrolyte concentration. As the 
clay concentration Is increased, the sodium ion
concentration in the solvent is also Increased for the same 
Oispex-to-clay concentration. Steric repulsion between a 
Oispex coated platelet edge and an uncoated face will
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Figure 5.11 the percentage change in R aa a function of 
Olapex concentration in a dlaperalon of SPS at a volume 
fraction of 0.1
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mer«... th. .tabllity. Inatatolllty i. incr...«j wh«n th. 
sodlu* ion concntration begins to reduce the double
layer thickness allowing van der Waals attraction between 
faces to doelnate the electrostatic repulsive forces. 
There will therefore exist an equillbrlua Dispex 
concentration for maximum stability which will vary with 
dispersion concentration.
Variation of reflectance change 
with concentration
Samples were prepared in the volume fraction range 0.05 to 
0.30 with a pH adjusted to 8 and without the addition of 
Oispex.
The light source was used without the filter, and the path 
length was again 0.3mm.
The results showing the fractional change in R against 
concentration and the relaxation time against R are given 
in figures 5.12 and 5.13. The fractional change in R la 
deemed to be positive when the reflectance is greater with 
the field on. The relaxation times were taken as the time 
taken for the reflectance to fall to 1/e of its field-on 
value in the positive case or to rise to (l-l/e) of its 
field-on value in the case when AR < 0, l.e. when R
decreased on applying the shear.
From the discussion on shear orientation in chapter 1 and 
the variation of reflectance change with velocity gradient 
discussed above it may be concluded that at high shear 
rates the disc shaped kaolinlte particles are drawn into 
orbits with increasingly higher values of the orbit
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F ig u r e  5 .1 2  The p e r c e n ta g e  c h a n g e  in  R a s  a  f u n c t io n  o f 
vo lum e f r a c t io n  v  fo r  SPS
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Figure 5.13 Relaxation time as 
fraction v for SPS
a function of volume
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constant C. Bsasntlally a non-spharlcal particls in a 
*^***^ rotatss with a non-unitorn angular valocity and
if actad upon by no othar couplM, apanda most of its t i M  
with its longaat diawnaion in tha diraction of tha 
straa«linas(16]. Tha v o Iu i m  raguirad by tha particla for 
rotation auggasts a critical voluaa fraction abova which 
rotation will ba inpadad by tha proxlnlty of nalghbourlng 
particlaa.
Tha uppar limit of tha rotation voluaa will ba tha voluaa 
of a sphara with a dlaaatar aqual to tha longast diaanslon 
of tha particla. In tha prasant casa this will ba tha 
•*^ “ *^*^ tha disc faca. Thla tharafora dafinaa a 
critical voluaa fraction, v.^whlch la simply tha ratio of 
tha particle volume to tha rotation voluaa. Xn terms
of tha axis ratio, r^ for a thin disc
V. - 3/2 X0 , <5.3>
The axis ratio for kaollnlta is taken as 0.1 from electron 
microscopy. Tha critical volume fraction is than given aa 
0.15.
This result shows axcallant agraanwnt with tha data 
presented in figure 5.13.
Abova this critical volume fraction tha particlaa will be 
constrained to rotate in orbits requiring leas volume, i.a. 
lower values of C. As the concentration Increases beyond 
thla critical value, C will becoma increasingly small 
tending to zero. At this value of the orbit constant the 
particles rotate in their own volume and when oriented in 
thla way the particle normal is also normal to the flux 
direction. The minimum geometric area is in the incident
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pl.n. .nd th. incident tlux on .v.r.,. .«r. dl.c «d««.
than lacaa.
Ralaxatlon ti»oa from both iaca-on orlantatlon and adga^n 
oriantatlon hava pravioualy baan aaaauradC50 ] in dHuta 
kaollnita auapanaiona at a voluaa traction of 10-. Thay 
raport that ralaxation from faca-on oriantation ia a factor 
of approximataly aix timaa alowar than from adga- on 
oriantation. It ia aaan that thia raauit comparaa wall 
with tha ralaxation timaa praaantad in figura 5.1 3.
Oaing a aimpla diffraction limit for tha acattarlng 
croaa-aactlon in a alngla acattaring axparimant,
C<0) “ <coa'O-«- p*ain'0) (5.4)
it ia poaaibla to calculata tha angular davlatlon nacaaaary 
for tha In-plana acattaring croaa-aaction to dacay to 1/a 
of ita initial valúa for faca-on oriantation, or to riaa to 
<l-l/a) of ita initial valúa for adga-on oriantation. 
Aaaumlng that tha ralaxation tima la proportional to thia 
angular deviation, it ia poaalbla to calculata tha ratio of 
relaxation timaa for faca-on and edga-on oriantation.
Tha normaliaad acattaring croaa-aactlon atartlng from 
face-on oriantation ia
C«<e-) - C( e ) - C( RANDOM ) 
c<0) - C(RANDOM)
and atartlng from edge—on orientation
C~<9) - C(6) - C( RANDOM)
C(90) - C( RANDOM)
For face-on orientation the required 
angle la given by 
C..<d) - Cm<0)/o
<5.5)
(5.6)
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(5.7)
•nd lor «dgo-on orlantation 
Cn <0) - Cn (1«> <1 - x/m) (5.8)
Using this approach and tha valúas lor C(0), C(90> and 
C<RANDOM) glvan In chaptar 3.1, tha ralaxatlon tima ratio 
Is 3.11 l.a. ralaxatlon Irom laca^^n orlantatlon 
Is thraa timas slowar than adga—on ralaxatlon which glvaa 
raasonabla agraamant with pravlous data( SO] conaldarlng tha 
simplistic modal.
Howavar tha data praaantad hara %«ara obtalnad In a múltipla 
scattaring axparlmant. Using tha saaM modal but with tha 
dlllusa scattaring cross-sactlon C«(®) darlvad in chaptar
3.1 and tha valúas lor lacs -on, adga -on and random 
orlantatlon l.a. C ^ ( 0 ) ,  C-(90> and C-(RANDOM), tha
*^®l*x*tlon tima ratio is raduced to 2.4 lor a múltipla 
scattaring systam. This rasult Indlcatas that mors coag>lex 
^•l***tlon modals ara requlrad in concantratad systams to 
taka account ol the allact ol hydrodydamlc and
alactroatatlc Inter-partlcle Intaractlons.
Tha dacrease In ralaxatlon tima abova the critical voluma 
t^ * c tio n Is thought to ba dua to tha Incraasa In alastlclty 
producad by tha anargy ol alactrostatlc rapulslon when tha 
particles are constrained to H o w  with their laces closer 
and parallel to each other.
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ChaotT 6 
Conclu»ion
In this chaptar son* of tha results froa tha exparinantal 
work are briefly suBotarlsad.
Thera exists, perhaps a heirarchy of scientific problans in 
colloid science. Most of the work reported seems to have 
bean carried out on well characterised particulate systems 
a.p. mono-dlspersa spherical latex particles in stabilised 
suspensions. Work on more complex systems is left to tha 
industries using colloids to carry out Internally, and much 
of this work remains unpublished for commercial reasons. 
Comparisons with results obtained by other trarkers using 
optical techniques is therefore limited to dilute 
dispersions under single scattering conditions. 
Theoretical comparisons are also limited because of the 
assumptions used developing the theories.
The Mle theory is strictly valid only for systems of 
spherical mono-disperse independent scattarers.
In the case of Jeffery's theory of particle orientation, 
low (creeping) shear and the absence of inter-particle 
forces and Brownian motion are the limiting assumptions. 
Theories describing the behaviour of a dispersion in an 
acoustic field are at present lacking. Optical theories 
relating to multiple scattering systems are, apart from tha 
simplified analyses carried out in this work, unable to 
cope at present with boundaries (e.g. sample cells) and 
non-spherical particles in orienting fields.
In this work a simple empirical approach has been adopted. 
Using this approach it has been possible to develop simple
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models which have, to varying degrees of sucess, 
characterised the data.
Here concentrated suspensions of non-spherical polydisperse 
particles have been studied, using an optical probe. Where 
necessary experimental systems have been designed to aid 
this investigation and finally it has been shown that 
optics Is no longer limited to dilute systems.
Bearing this In mind it is then possible to claim a measure 
of success.
6.1 Static 3 measureawnts
The variation of the scattering parameter S was determined 
as a function of particle size at a volua» fraction of 
0.01, the results obtained showed good agreement with the 
Mle theory, however due to the limitations of the 
transmittance technique, discussed In chapter two data at 
higher concentrations were not obtained. Atteiiq>ts were 
made to repeat this experiment using the optical fibre 
>^®ii*ctance cell these proved unsuccessful owing to errors 
due to settling at the higher particle size fractions. 
Settling was not apparent in the transmittance system over 
the sampling time because altering the path length produced 
a mixing effect and the optical Input and detection axis 
was in the horizontal plane. Using the reflectance 
technique settling produced discontinuities In the value of 
R obtained as a function of path length.
The scattering parameter S was also measured as a function 
of the dispersion pH. It was found not to vary. In 
chapter two temporal and optical coherence is discussed in
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soma datall and it is concludad that gxaat cara must ba 
takan in axparimantal daslgn to ansura that tha data 
obtalnad ara maanlngiul. For axampla If thin samplas ara 
usad in an axparimant dasignad to monitor changas in 
opacity with flocculation, such that singla scattaring is 
dominant and a quasi-monochromatic light sourca a.g. a 
lasar is usad^ lha coharanca langth and tha coharanca araa 
will ba such that variations of opacity with tha stata of 
flocculation may indaad bo datoctod. If in practica tho 
matarial is usad as an optically thick coating and is 
raquirad to ba opaquo in diffusa light, than controlling 
flocculation will prova costly and inaffoctiva.
Osing tha fibra optic rofloctanca call tho variation of S 
with concontration was moasurad. Dospita tho probloms 
ancountarad in charactorising tha data thooroticaliy it was 
found that S was a non-linoar function of tha concontration 
and tha scattoring power par particle decreased with 
concentration* This data gave excallant agreament when 
compared to tha Mia theory using a concentration dependant 
relative refractive index. This result suggests that at 
higher concentftitions S will maximise and thereaftor 
decrease with increasing concentration in tha absence of 
particle ordering at higher concentrations. This therefore 
highlights tha danger of conducting experiments at scaled 
down concentrations and tho usefulness of tho multiple 
scattering experimental system.
Measurements of S as a function of pH were also made using 
the reflectance coll at a volume fraction of 0.2, although 
not reported in the main text, again within the
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•xperlmantal «xror no chang* in S was obsarvsd.
^«3 Orlantatlonal phsnomsna
As discussed in chapter three it Is well documented that 
orientation ol non-spherlcal particles produces changes in 
the geometric and scattering cross-section In a single 
scattering experiment. This Indicates the usefulness of 
single scattering techniques in monitoring spheroid 
eccentricity. The theory developed in chapter three 
although simplistic in its assumptions shows for the first 
time that this Information content is retained, even in the 
worst case of completely Isotropic flux. In a multiple 
scattering experimental system.
In chapters three, four and five, the ability of particles 
or floes to orient in an applied field has been used to 
monitor flocculation at volume fractions upto 0.2.
In chapter four evidence lor acoustic scattering was 
obtained indicating the use ol frequency dependant 
ultrasonic scattering as an on-line mean particle sizer.
In chapter five the mode of orientation In shear flow 1s 
shown to provide information on particle Interactions when 
competition lor space limits rotation, allowing the 
particle axis ratio to be operationally defined.
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